Racing . . . with thelid off
That’s just what you get in The Autocar! Its expert
writers and photographers miss nothing in their thorough
coverageofall the major sporting events. And for inside
information on all other motoring matters The AUTOCAR
leads the field. Accurate technical data, absorbing articles
on touring and caravanning, searching road tests and an
A.1 enquiry service make it the journal for enthusiasts !

This new and superbly styled 100 m.p.h. saloon, created

by Carrosserie Graber of Berne, which was introduced at ‘the
Paris and Earls Court Motor Shows,is one of the most
beautifully proportioned cars ever offered to British
motorists. The exterior is matched by an equally attractive
interior, faultlessly trimmed and luxuriously appointed.

You always get the inside story in—

Performance and road-holdingare of the very high standards

alwaysassociated with Alvis and the tout ensemble has everything
to enhance the pride of ownership and the sheer joy of driving.
Price £1,850 P.T. £926. 7s. Total £2.776 7s.
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ITS SURPRISING !
Something's bound to pop up

at this mecting calling for the
specialised experience of our

HEPOLITErepresentative

D. G. SMALLWOOD

who is here at your service

to help and advise you.

These little things are sent to test us.

There can only be one winner in any field...
and Benjamin arein the lead when it comes to tungsten
lighting

Our wide and varied range of tungsten

fittings are already providingillumination thatis
stepping-up production in factories all over the world.
You'dfind it a profit-maker, too. Write for

HEPOLITE

details or ask our engineerto call.

QUALITY PRODUCTS

ARE
4

ALL WINNERS
—— eee

Better lighting by

BEN7AMIN

HEPWORTH & GRANDAGE LID. ST. JOHN'S WORKS, BRADFORD 4. TEL.29595

THE

BENJAMIN

ELECTRIC

LIMITED

-

TOTTENHAM

-

LONDON,

Telephone : TOTtenham 5252(5 lines) Telegrams : “*Benjalect, Southtot, London”

BIRMINGHAM: 5, Corporation Street, Birmingham 2.
LEEDS: 49, Basinghall Street, Leeds 1.

N.I7

Tel. MIDLAND 5197

Tel. LEEDS 25579

Smee's 184

More Preasure per Mour
with EKGO CAR RADIO
Did you spend hours on the road coming to Silverstone—with the
prospect of further hours getting home? Think what a difference it
would have made had you possessed an EKCO car radio. More
pleasurable motoring and more interesting. See your Ekco Dealer and

he will give you a demonstration of Ekco Model CR152. This
attractively styled receiver can easily
]
be installed in cars of any make or year.
In design and performance,it is without

doubt the most advanced car radio on
the market to-day!

MODEL CRIS52 (basic model)

£27 I5s.

EKGO Quality car RADIO
CES E. K. COLE LTD., EKCO WORKS, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX
4

Here’s the
Perfect Recipe

A glass of Martini Sweet Vermouth,

well chilled and with a twist of

@ lemonpeel makesthe perfect

aperitif before lunch or dinner
(In a bar ask for
eo
“A Sweet Martini Vermouth’)

@eeaeoe@~@~0?0202020008080808080
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‘Giraffes! long necks were originally

evolved to help them beat other animals
in reaching foliage high on trees.

Pepsi-Cola was evolved to cool, quench,
refresh and re-PEP,

So, if you feel you

need a little something ..

Standard
headgear

for Motorcyclists
of the
Metropolitan
Police Force

*CORKE!

Available for civilian wear
from all main dealers
62/8 inc. Tax

Au
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MONTE CARLO RALLY

Gee

COUPE RADIO- MONTE-CARLO
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eS
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ae

again won by

H.M.V. CAR RADIO

Today’s Laps of Honour ...

MARKETED BY

Drivers and Car Nos. ...
oe
cae
Lap Speed Table, Flag Signals and Records
Stirling Moss on Cornering Wrinkles...
nae
Fast Cars are My Hobby. . . G. A. Vandervell ...
The 9th R.A.C. British Grand Prix
ae
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The Racing Nations . . . Dennis May...
Today's Personalities
owe
posh
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Previous Results

Notes for Racegoers

(fitted to Mr. Vernon Cooper’s
Jaguar Mark VII)

BY APPOINTMENT TO
SUPPLIERS OF CAR RADIO EQUIPMENT
S. SMITH & SONS (RADIOMOBILE) LTD, GOODWOOD WORKS, NORTH CIRCULAR ROAD, LONDON N.W.2
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Racing

10.3

a.m.

11.45

a.m.

2.0

pm

4.3
33

Preqramme

INTERNATIONAL DAILY EXPRESS SPORTS CAR RACE

(up to 1500 c.c-)

Entrants ..........4+
Lap Score Chart ---

INTERNATIONAL DAILY EXPRESS SPORTS CAR RACE

(over 1500 c.c.)

Entrants ec cocmees

Lap Score Chart ...

INTERNATIONAL DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY RACE

Entrants ....

Lap Score Chart

3

...

42
43

44
45
Ad
48

INTERNATIONAL DAILY EXPRESS PRODUCTION TOURING CAR RACE

p-m.

Entrants and Lap Score Chart ...

DAILY EXPRESS 500 c.c. RACE

pm.

Entrants and Lap Score Chart ...

51

53

R.A.C. Permit LD 1786

The Ferodo Works Band will play during the race intervals.

Musical Director: Mr. George W. Hespe, L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.
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Foreword

<

by

NHP IS

TOM

BLACKBURN

Chairman of the Combany,

Beaverbrook Newspapers Ltd.

The new Daimler 2% litre ‘Century’ Mk. 11 saloon

Gat Vhitrt Swifter...

Europe’s finest Grand Prix cars will compete
against a strong British field.

SAfer..JvCahir...

Drive DAIMLER.
it is inexpressible. Traffic no longer
matters—long journeys are not tiring
any more. Swift and silent, these cars
take you and enfold you in a comfort
quite beyond words. There’s really only
one thing for it, you'll have to go to
your nearest Daimler dealer and .. .
Drive Daimler.

RIVE DAIMLER—that’s the significant
phrase. Descriptions of performance,
fluid transmission, braking, road holding,
are merely words; and such virtues are,
of course, already accepted in a Daimler.
Thereally special qualities of a Daimler
are intangible. Thesatisfaction of driving
THE DAIMLER

COMPANY

LIMITED

+

RADFORD

WORKS

ae 1956 Silverstone Season opens today. The
principal event is the 8th International Daily
Express Trophy Race.

+

The Meeting is organised by the British Racing
Drivers’ Club, who have prepared first rate racing

programme.

The Daily Express, as sponsors, thanks the
British Racing Drivers’ Club, the great drivers competing in today’s racing and all concerned in the
organisation and administration of the Meeting.
The Daily Express wishes all the thousands
of enthusiastic spectators a good day ofsport.

COVENTRY
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The Largest
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Officials ot tne Meeting
STEWARDS
The Rt. Hon. the Earl Howe, P.C., C.B.E., V.R.D. (for the R.A.C.)
Lt. Col. A. T. Goldie Gardner, M.C., 0.B.E.

T. Blackburn

D. J. Scannell

JUDGES
Major F. E. Clifford
c. G. H. Dunham,
M. F, L. Falkner
R. Hughes
OBSERVERS

Chief Observer: Major Ml. H. Morris-Goodhall.
Observers: R. J. W. Appleton, A. Daunt Bateman, N. E. Bracey, E. Browning,
L. P. Driscoll, A. B. Gilbert, J. G. C. Low, B. de Mattos, W. D.Phillips, A. P. R. Rolt, M.
V. L. Seyd, J. L. Stableford, W. L. Thompson, Cmdr. (E) P. 8. Wilson, T. C. Wise,
T. Seccombe, W. E. Daniel.

Jack BARCLAY
LIMITED

FLAG MARSHALS
Chief Flag Marshal: K. D. Evans.
Flag Marshals: P. J. Christensen, H. Clapp, H. Cocker, J. A. Gowap, P. B. Buckley,

W. 0. Gascoigne, Major E. A. Halford, G. R. Hall, R. Gibson Jarvie, D. Phillips,

J. Riseley-Prichard, J. W. T. Raynes, J. W. Rowley, Major D. Taylor, M.¢., F. Bacon,
J. H. Garter, Major R. King Clark, N. Higgins, J. Hopps, R. Merrick, J. H. T. Smith,

c. U. M. Walther, D. Wyborn, S. G. Tett.
PADDOCK MARSHALS
Chief Paddock Marshal: G. V. B. Cooke.

Assistant Chief Paddock Marshals:

M. J. M. Bosley,

J. D. Gardner.

Paddock Marshals: R. M. Andrews, F. Barnes, D. Broadhurst, I. M. Curtis, F. E. Day,

A. B. Fitzherbert, L. J. Foxley, F-Lt. A. B. Galuszka, W. H. Gledhill, A. Harg caves,

J. Hinchliffe, P. Hindle, J. S. Holmes, D. F. Howe, V. Howkins, D. Jordan, P. B. Kingston,
J. Lee, R. N. Lindsay-Bayley, J. A. McCusker, L. A. Monaghan, R. O’Shea, C. A. Rees,
W.T. Spovge, G. T. Walker, J. Howard Wall, Major F. Woolston, G. Stockton.
TIMEKEEPERS

Chi

Timekeeper: R. H. Wright, 0.B.E.

Assisted by: Mrs. N.
Williams, Mrs. E. Atkinson, P. Thomas, Mrs. E. Mcilhagger,
D. Boyd, N. MacNeill, C. Atkinson, G. Alton, J. M. MciIhagger, A. Bottomley, M. J.

Bottomley,J. R.Bishop, R. L. Dunlop, R. D. Goodfellow, D. F. R. Hersey, F. G. Lewis,
A. W. Pybus.

Telephone: Mayfair 7444
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Lt. Col. Goldie Gardner

Tom Blackburn

Desmond Scannell

Officials of the mecting
(COIN T1N°U ED)

PIT MARSHALS

Chief Pit Marshal: R. G. Porter.
J. Horridge, A. Hudson, J. 0. ¢. Samuel.

Assistant Chief Pit Marshals: H. L.
Brooke, J. Clowes, Barclay Ingl
Pit Marshals: K. W. Bickle, C. L. Carte,
P. Gorrie, R. G. Forster, W. Gibbs,

M. P. Simpson, D. Beat
Tulloch, L. Barrington Upt
Warren, M. S. Wilson.

A.

PIT AREA MARSHALS
Chief Pit Area Marshal: A. Braid.
H. Smith, Members of the Vintage Sports
Pit Area Marshals: A. P. B. Birt, P. Braid,
Gar Club.
S. Gore, G. S. Haigh, D. Jones, S. Y. Jones,
MEDICAL AND FIRST AID ARRANGEMENTS
Chief Medical Officer: Dr. F. E. Gowland Hopkins.
J. H. C. Phillips, D. W. Robertson,
Deputy Chief Medical Officer: Dr. W. G.

Members of the St. Mary’s Hospital Motor Club,
Staff from the Northampton General Hospital,

gleish, F. G. Dalgleish, D. G. Lambie}
F. J. G. Matthews, G. H. Moss, H. P. Phillij

Travelling first class. ‘me Rover driver's

enthusiasm for his car is shared by his passengers. They enjoy
the restfulness of riding in a Rover. . . the silence and smooth-

ness overall surfaces . . . the commanding view of road and

countryside. They appreciate, too, the many refinements that

lift the Rover above the rank and file of modern cars. ‘No
other manufacturer in the price range,” said the Autocar
(23.9.55) ‘could justly claim a higher standard of workmanship, of good taste or of mechanical refinement on the road”.
‘With a Rover 60,all this is yours for a moderate outlay.
Running costs are low and when at last the time comes to
exchangeit, your 60’s high resale value confirms the wisdom
of your choice. The Rover 60costs £1,261 7s. od. including
purchase tax. The famous 75 and go complete the Roverrange.

ROVER 60

ONE OF BRITAIN’S FINE CARS

THE ROVER COMPANY LTD * SOLIHULL * WARWICKSHIRE also DEVONSHIRE HOUSE * LONDON
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CVS-315

P. H. Smith,

W. W. Watson: Dr. T. Richard Riley and

‘Winterbottom.
Doctors: E. Benson, S. Clements, A. I. Dal-

Members of the St. John Ambulance Brigade.

COURSE MARSHALS
Chief Course Marshal: A. Tooth (deputising for P. C. T. Clark).
M.C.C., M.G. Car Club, Midland Motoring
Assistant Chief Course Marshals: R. H. Davis,
Enthusiasts Club, North Stafis Motor Club,
E. V. Smith, Major D. Wright, 0.B.E.
NorthamptonandDistrict Car Club, Nottingham
Daily Express Liaison Officer: H. Bewick.
Sports Car Club, Peterborough Motor Club,
Course Marshals: Members of the Aston Martin
Seven-fifty Motor Club, S.U.N.B.A.C., Vintage
Owners’ Club, Bently Drivers’ Club, British
Sports Car Club.
Racing & Sports Car Club, The Eight Clubs,
FIRE PROTECTION

SCRUTINEERS
Chief Scrutineer: L. J. Roy Taylor.
. M. Blomfield, Major
onpe.

Assisted by: J.
F. Hall.

Divisional Officer Hutchcraft and Units of the

Northamptonshire Fire Brigade, L. Smyth,
Officers of the Birmingham Private Fire

Winby, Major H. A. E. Cree,

Brigades’ Association.

RACE CONTROL

SCOREBOARDS
G. C. H. Kramer and Members of the Bentley

Mrs. B. Bracey, Mrs. E. Brooke, Mrs. K. Cooke,

Mrs. M. Howard. Mrs. M. Inglis, Mrs. L. Laird,
Mrs. P. Liovd, Mrs. J. Scannell, Mrs. A. Seyd,
Mrs. M. Gibson, R. Smith, N. H. May, John

Drivers’ Club.

PRESS SECRETARIES
Nevil Lloyd, Dennis May.

Hall,J. D. Pearson, D. Beattie.

LIAISON OFFICER

DEPUTY CLERK OF THE COURSE
W. M. Couper.

(with foreign competitors)

CLERK OF THE COURSE

J. Eason Gibson.

RACE ORGANISING COMMITTEE
Dr. J. D. Benjafield, P. C. T. Clark, W. M.

B.R.D.C. OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
R. S. Wilkins.

COMMENTATORS

H. D. Parker.

C

Rodney

2

. Eason Gibson,

Pat

Gregory,

ie

TRACK MANAGER

J. W. Brown.

R. C. Porter, R. G. A. Smith, P. Tompson,

Racing & Sports Car

Chief Breakdown Marshal: W. Grose.

Walkerley,

Walkerley.

START MARSHALS
Chief Start Marshal: M. J. M. Bosley.
Start Marshals: J. D. Gardner, B. Inglis,
Club.

. D. Eva

SECRETARY OF THE MEETING
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A, A, Asher.

Tom

THE PRESENTATION OF THE
TROPHIES WILL BE MADE BY

MAXAITKEN,D.S.0.,D.F.C.,

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD,
BEAVERBROOK NEWSPAPERS LTD,

Trophies « Awards
ii!

NT

TROPHY RACE

To the Entrant of the carfinishing:

Ist-THE DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY and £750

chee

aed

2nd-£3,0

For extra grip and safety at
speed, when cornering or
braking on any road
wet or dry.
For maximum protection
against punctures,

bursts and
roadside delays.

+

3rd-£150

nn

°

4th-£100

Fit the
x
ALL-WEATHERTREADby

fast family cars

5th-£75

6th-£50

Lor

UP TO 1,500 c.c.

General Category
To the Entrant of the car recording
the highest average speed:
A Daily Express Trophy and £150
e
In each Class

OVER 1,500 c.c.

General Category
To the Entrant of the car recording
the highest average speed:
A Daily Express Trophy and £150
e
In each Class
To the Entrant of the car finishing:
Ist—£50
2nd—£30
+
3rd—é£10

Manufacturers’ Team Prize
To the Entrant of the team of the three cars of the same make whose aggregate
placings in either race are lowest: A DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY
iaaa

eos Be reel VV et 3

General Category
In each Class
To the Entrant of the car recording To the Entrant of the car finishing:
the highest average speed:
Ist—£50
A Daily Express Trophy and £50
2nd—£30 - 3rd—£l0
Manufacturers’ Team Prize
To the Entrant of the team of three cars of the same make whose aggregate
placings are lowest: A DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY

soe

os

oe

os

oe es ee ee BNSF. Ve
To the Entrant of the car finishing:

1st—A DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY and £50
3rd—£25
*
Ath—£15
S
5th—£10

also in Tube-Type

-

SPORTS CAR RACES

To the Entrant of the car finishing:
Ist—£50
2nd—£30
°
3rd—él0

for todays

-

-

<

2nd—£35
6th—£5

The total prize money—£2595. All trophies to be won outright
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BASIL
Daily

Express

CARDEW
Motoring

Correspondent

writes on
Today’s Trophy Meeting—

The Ascot ot Motor kacing
BELIEVE there is a new thrill for

all of us attending today’s International Daily Express Trophy Meeting,
the eighth of a brilliant series.
> This year, for the first time, we know
that Britain has at last produced Grand
Prix cars that can equal, and possibly

beat, the fastest from the Continent.

They will be here in full strength on
the three-mile circuit, battling it out

with the Italian and the French in the
180-mile International Trophy Race.

Formula I cars of 24-litre unsuper-

charged capacity are temperamental
thoroughbreds and their appearance is
never certain until they pass the
starter’s flag.

But three of the British Grand Prix

types now established in the top rank
of world racing should be specially

watched.

FIERCE CHALLENGE

First, there is the new Connaught—
a streamlined car which proved in the
Syracuse Grand Prix last October that
a British car can beat a foreign field.

Today the Connaughts have been made

even faster and they are bound to

challengefiercely.
Second, there are the new stream-

lined Vanwall Special cars, built by
enthusiastic Tony Vandervell. These are

the cars that Stirling Moss has nominated the best behaved that he has ever
driven.

Day and night the Vandervell stable
has been building and developing these
Vanwalls, which Harry Schell and

Maurice Trintignant of France are
listed to drive.
POTENTIAL G.P. WINNER

You will, therefore, be interested to
know that the International Sports Car
race was so heavily over-subscribed by
would-be entrants that this year it will

be run as two separate events.

These will be the showpiece races of
the day, for the graceful, low sports
cars, driven at fantastic speeds, are the
kind that many of us would like to drive.
TWO CATEGORIES
The first Sports Car Race is limited
to entrants up to 1,500c.c., and will give
the lower-priced sports cars a chance

to shine. In the other race for cars with

engines over 1,500 c.c.—we come to
the category of the enormously swift
Jaguar D-type and Aston-Martin DB3S
models of Britain matched against the
beautiful streamlined foreigners.
Each race will be run over 25 laps,
approximately 75 miles—a distance
that will test the limits of both driving
skill and car performance.

Third, if ready in time, the British
racing car of so much promise—the
B.R.M. This is a precocious and speedy
4-cylinder pup of the old 13-litre 16cylinder B.R.M., and car-owner Alfred

TWENTY-LAP RACE
Another favourite, too, is the Production Car Race. It is for every-day

now produced a potential Grand Prix

behaves in other hands on race track.

Owenhasreasonto believe that he has
winner.

But let us remember also to give a
big hand to the foreign cars, whose
drivers and attendants have come a long
way to maketheir challenge.
_The Trophy Race is only one of the
big favourites amongSilverstone crowds.

cars driven at their maximum speeds

and J, for one, am always interested in
seeing how a brother of my own car
This year the production-cars-yousee-in-the-street have to cover 20 laps
(60 miles)—arelatively short race, but
packed with interest for the ordinary

man and woman motorist.
When we come to the International

500 c.c. race for those extraordinarily
fast, deafening, rear-engined ‘beetles’

we shall see lots of drivers bound for

bigger things.
I mean that most of our top-ranking
drivers have first proved their skill and
judgmentwith these 500 c.c. racing cars.
Andtoday’s small-carfield includes just

about the cream of the drivers of the
500 ¢.c. world.

With the single purpose of providing
better racing for the drivers and more
fun for the spectators, the Daily
Express, working closely with the
British Racing Drivers’ Club, has

thrown

in

tremendous energy and

effort to make the eighth International
Trophy Meeting even better than in
previous years.
NEW SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
For us onlookers extra spectator
bankings have been built round the
course to give better viewsofthe racing;

and for the drivers added precautions
have been taken by the erection of extra
safety barriers.

The Daily Express is proudofthe fact
that the International Trophy Meeting is
renowned for being the biggest day of
motor sport in the year and for being
accepted as the Ascot of the car-racing
world.
Andif you all have an enjoyable day
the Daily Express and the British
Racing Drivers’ Club will have achieved
their object.

CONNAUGHT.The 1956

This Year’s Features of Formula |
by RODNEY

WALKERLEY

the scene of Grand Prix racing in

this, the third year of what has become
known as the ‘two-and-a-half-litre
Formula’, and we are promised a
season of keener competition between’

more makes than for many years.
Whatis the ‘Formula’? Since 1906,
rules governing the kind ofcarseligible
for Grand Prix racing between the
nations have been drawn up,for varying
periods of years, by a conference ofall

size of engine, sometimes the weight of
the car or, in earlier years, even the fuel
consumption. In this way the development of the modern touring car was
intensified by competition.

BRAKES

rule will continue until the end of 1959

Britain reigns supremein thefield.
The Mercedes-Benz cars which proved

virtually unbeatable and turned races
into processions more often than not,
have been withdrawn from racing this
year, but there will be more makes on
the starting lines than ever, all more

COOL AIR
FOR DRIVER

B.R.M.Light, compact and immensely
powerful, the 1956 machine weighs
approximately 114 cwt.
4-CYLINDER
ENGINE

EXHAUST

LIGHT ALLOY

DISC WHEELS

INDEPENDENT AIR

STRUT SUSPENSION

INDEPENDENT HELICAL

evenly

Champion, has joined Ferrari; Stirling

From Italy come the Ferrari, the
Lancia, the Ferrari with Lancia engine,
and the Maserati. In France Amedee

the B.R.M.; Peter Collins signed with

highly

developed,

matched.

all

more

Gordinistill struggles against financial

difficulties (a thing not unknown to
British constructors) but carries on with
his Gordinis. Later in the season he may
be supported by the new Bugatti, one of
the most famous names in racing. M.
Tony Lago, whose 4}-litre Grand Prix

Moss leads the Maserati team; Mike
Hawthornhasreturned to us to handle

Ferrari. The Vanwalls will have those

friends and rivals from abroad—Harry
Schell and Maurice Trintignant. Desmond Titterington and Archie Scott-

Brown will lead for Connaught.

INTERESTING DESIGNS
The solutions adopted by designers to
solve the problems of Formula I are

Talbots were so well known under the

interesting. The Mercedes wasa straight-

eight with fuel-injection in a fully
independent chassis. Ferrari has his
well-tried four-cylinder, with tail tank

NEW BRITISH CARS
The season offers bright prospects for

DIVIDED
AIR
INTAKE

REAR AXLE

SPRING SUSPENSION

sports car.

BRAKES

LONG RADIUS
* ARM LOCATING

BOLT-ON LIGHT ALLOY
DISC WHEELS

old Formula, is standing back at the
moment, preoccupied with his 2}-litre

EXTRACTOR

DISC

20

TORSION BAR
SPRUNG

VERY SMALL
COOLING AIR
DUCT

$

3-EARED
KNOCK-OFF
HUB CAPS

STRUTS

GEARBOX

DISC BRAKES

permitted.

CARBURETTERS

DE DION REAR

PRESELECTIVE REAR AXLE.

—but in 1958, racing fuels are ‘out’
and 100-octane petrol will alone be

2 TWIN-CHOKE

AXLE ON AIR

DE DION

SCREEN

CARBURETTERS

The present Formula No. 1 admits
engines of 750 c.c. with supercharger(of
which none has been built as being too
complicated, too expensive) and engines
of 24-litres without supercharging. This

4-SPEED CONSTANT
MESH GEARBOX.
LEFT-HAND CHANGE

COOL AIR FOR
INBOARD

ROUND

ENGINE.
2 TWIN-CHOKE

JUNIOR G.P. MACHINES
Also on schedule for next year is
interested nationalities, now known as a new Formula No. 2, for cars up to
the International Federation of the 1,500 c.c.
unsupercharged—Junior
‘Formula’, - Grand Prix machines. Formula No. 3,
Automobile.
Given
a
designers knew what kind of car they which originated in this country, is
were all to build and what aspects of for the astonishing little motor-cycledesign they were to concentrate upon,
engined 500 c.c. racers, with which

for sometimes the Formula limited the

24 litre Alta Engine.

4-CYLINDER

Sports Editor of ‘The Motor’
Eee changes have come over

G.P. model incorporates a

in some models, side tanks in the

British cars. The new B.R.M. which

‘Squalo’ or ‘Beetle’, the Lancia with V8
engine and side-tank chassis, and the

Vanwall has been modified and uses a
new chassis. And thirdly we have the

chassis. It is reported that he is
also developing a six-cylinder. The
Maserati is a six-cylinder. All these
engines are thought to develop between
260-280 b.h.p. or about the same as the

car to win an International Grand Prix
since the days of Segrave and the
Sunbeamin the *twenties.

engines. The Vanwall somewhat
resembles a line of Norton single

Lancia engine in his own Ferrari

made experimental appearances last
year, has been developed over the winter,
financed by the Owen Racing Organisation. Mr. Tony Vandervell’s successful

1955 Mercedes.

Connaught, which wasthefirst British

The British cars all use four-cylinder

cylinders, with hairpin valve springs and

Drivers have changed their allegiances
during the winter. Fangio, the reigning

fuel injection. The B.R.M.is destined for
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EXTRA WIDE

SINCE EATER

4 TWIN-CHOKE

STRAIGHT-EIGHT

CARBURETTERS

ENGINE

5-SPEED

SYNCHROMESH
GEARBOX. RIGHTHAND CHANGE
SEMI-

STREAMLINED
WHEEL
FAIRING

3-EARED
KNOCK-OFF:
HUB CAPS

4-WHEEL TORSION

BAR INDEPENDENT
SUSPENSION

GORDINI.

This new

eight-cylindercaris technically one of the most
advanced G.P. machines.

APERTURE

Witt
WHEELS

DISC BRAKES

the revolution counter. And a light
but stable machine with moderate

fuel injection in due course. The
Connaught,early in the field with in-

horse-poweris likely to be quite as fast
as a more powerful but heavier car.

jected fuel, has a basically Alta engine
with modifications. All three use De
Dion rear axles—as indeed, do all

DELAYED BRAKING

modern Grand Prix cars except the

Of alm

six-cylinder obsolescent Gordini, now

YELLOW PARK

Butcher’s Garage

Kingston’s Garage

Kettering Rd.

Blakesley

Northampton

Northants
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in every tankful !

hi

4.71. aT lost equa Seaa ee .

a strange design, with two
TheBugattiis
four-cylinder enginesFs coupled . together

then to obliterate
before a corner and ere
tage
peed, as to regain high speed after
i corner is rounded, and that is why

has

elie Seeeaaed

indepeadent suspension.

across the frame behindthe driver.

MAXIMUM THRUST
It must be realised, when watching
a motor race, that these oft-quoted
horse-power figures (few accurate ones
are ever divulged) are of more academic
interest than practical value, for maximum horse-power(i.e. full throttle) in
top gearis rarely attained for more than
a few seconds except on unusual circuits like Rheims, Spa, Monza and the

lesigners today are turning moreattention to disc brakes, pioneered in racing
by this country. It is worth secondsa lap
to be able to leave the braking ten yards
later than the other man on every corner;
if the other man’s car is a match on
acceleration, hestill cannot win back
those gained yards.
The Formula cars racing here today
are competing in the 180-mile Trophy
Race—roughly half the distance of a

what is needed is the maximum thrust
from the engine in the gears as the cars
storm out of corners—power developed
in the lower and medium segments of

capacity and the saving of weight is an
appreciable consideration. So we may
expect (given dry weather) to see very
high speeds—perhaps a new lap record.

Grand Prix. The duration of the race
does not call for fuel tanks filled to

Avustrack. On most road circuits, well
equipped with corners, like Silverstone,

There’s a tune-up

li

replaced by an eight-cylinder model

which

RED PARK

DETACHABLE FOR
ELECTRIC
STARTER
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chalk or cheese ?

SiePaE 2 D'.*

VW Tea

SaA Flesh

there’s no doubt with
the sensational new...

Auto

Course

half the price and twice as often
get the mayissue and
see the remarkable
changes
@ LAVISHLY ILLUSTRATED
®@ INTELLIGENT CRITICISM
@ TECHNICAL FEATURES

2/6

@ NOW ONLY 2/6
—AND MONTHLY

obtainable from Auto Course or any newsagent

$l

To: AUTO COURSE, 3 PERCY STREET, LONDON W.I.
12

AEGD TRADE MARK

hydraulic brakes

issues

Please send me — monthly noe of Auto Course
I
30/I enclose 76 (post free)
Name and Address............s0.sscrsesssessressescssessenccocsecoossecencsonessencensccsesescassovesoosessessos

FE

SAGES Tar

iN

GE.

WO RED

AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCTS COMPANY LTD.
LEAMINGTON SPA, WARWICKSHIRE, ENGLAND
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JAGUAR

outright winner of
Monte Carlo Rally

adding to these outstanding International successes
INTERNATIONAL RACES

LE MANS (Three Times)
T.T. (Twice)

RHEIMS (Three Times)

SEBRING
INTERNATIONAL RALLIES

ALPINE (9 Coupes des Alpes-1 Coupe d’or)

R.A.C. Great Britain (Toc)

LIEGE-ROME-LIEGE
TULIP
The Faguar which won

SPORTS
CAR
SCRUTINY
by

John Bolster
Tt is a recognised and very old joke
that nobody has ever managed to

define a sports car. The term has

covered a multitude of sins in the past,
ranging from fairly fast touring cars to
disguised racing cars. lt must be made
clear that neither of these extreme types
will be running at today’s Daily Express
Trophy Meeting.
There are two sports car races, but
the regulations are identical for both,
except that one is for those machines

which haveenginesofless than 1,500 c.c.
capacity, and the other is an unlimited
event. The cars are production sports

models, inasmuchas‘specials’ and ‘oneoffs’ are notaccepted. They are, however,
adapted for the task in hand, and do
not carry all the luxury equipment that
one now takes for granted in our
everyday vehicles. Nevertheless, strict
regulations make it impossible to go

too far in this direction.

In the first place, minimum body and
seating dimensionsare laid down. There

used to be a well-known Continental

sports-racing car in which you could
certainly carry a passenger, as long as
he was a legless dwarf! The relative
incompressibility of the human frameis
now taken into consideration insettling
the size of the passenger’s seat, butit is
permissible to secure a detachable cover
over it, and only a single windscreen
for the driver is usually carried. Thus

|

the 1956 Monte Carlo
Raily was a standard
production Mark VII

Saloon
privately
entered by
Mr. Ronald
Adams.

although the cars are still technically
capable of being used as two-seaters,

you mustfirst catch your passenger.

REDUCTION OF NOISE
An extremely important provision is

that the installation of silencers is

compulsory. Of recent years, an absurd
situation has developed, where competition sports cars have grown so noisy
that it has becomeliterally impossible
to drive them on the road. Now,
the British Racing Drivers” Club has
put a stop to this nonsense, and
every entrant must prove that he has
made someeffort to secure a tolerable

reduction of noise.

Most sports car manufacturers list
various accessories to increase the power

of their engines, and naturally all this
optional equipment is used for racing.

Special camshafts, giving longer open
periods and greater lift to the valves,
usually form the basis of such ‘tuning’,
and with them go bigger carburetters,
often with a separate choke tor each
cylinder. Treated in this way, an engine
is less flexible at low speeds and often
makes more mechanical noise, but as
special fuels are not permitted, the
process cannotbe carried to extremes.
Clutches are usually arranged to
take up the drive very abruptly, which
is ideal for snap gear changes but not

so convenient for Londontraffic. It is

in these respects that a car prepared
for competition differs from the similar
model that you are perhaps going to
buy. It is certainly not a better car,

except for actual racing.
These tuned engines give considerably
LONDON SHOWROOMS: 88 PICCADILLY, W.1
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Last year’s Daily Express Sports Car
Race. R. G. Shattock’s Atalanta (No.

9) is tailed by Mike Sparken’s Ferrari

facturers have pioneered the use of the
disc brake, which is certainly the brake

of the future.

Any manufacturer whotakes part in
races must learn a great deal about

road-holding. It is all too easy to be

Tas

MEET

THE

CHALLENGE

OF

TO-MORROW
On ROAD ANID

TRACK

Class-winner Tony Rolt drifts his 33-litre
Jaguar through the bend at Woodcote during
the 1955 Daily Express Sports Car Race
more power, but that is not enough to
account for the incredible speeds at
which the drivers can get their cars

round Silverstone. It is because the

machines not only have greater horsepower, but each of these mythical
quadrupeds has less to pull. Weight
reduction makes a tremendous difference to lap speeds, and it is surprising
how much the upholstery and sound
deadening material in a normal car
weigh, not to mention the heater, radio,

ash trays, and so on. A racing driver

needs none of these things, and by
doing without them he can greatly

increase the acceleration of his car.
Then there’s the question of wind

and new suspension techniques were tried and tested in George
Eyston’s record-holding M.G. Special. Faster acceleration is matched
by more powerful braking. Precision steering and rock-firm roadholding make cornering easier, and therefore safer. See it—you’ll want
to driveit. Drive it, you'll want to own it. See your M.G. Dealer.

£640.0.0 Ex Worksplus

£321.7.0 Purchase Tax,

PUG/

THEM G.CARCOMPANY LIMITED. SALES DIVISION,COWLEY.OXFORD
London Showrooms. Stratton House, 80 Piccadilly, London, W.1
Overseas Business: Nufleld Exports Limited, Cowley, Ozford, and41 Piccadilly, London, W.1

Overall winnerof last

one has to contend. Every effort must

finishing

the car, and there may be no holes or
protrusions to catch the wind. The
* thing goes further than that, though,
for the streamlined form of the body

makes a profound difference to the
drag it exerts on the air.

BRAKE OF THE FUTURE
It isin such matters asthis that sports
car racing encourages research, which
mayimproveall typesofcars eventually.

Don’t forget that efficient streamlining

reduces petrol consumption as well as
increasing speed, so its benefits are of
interest to all of us.
Perhaps it is in the braking departmentthat sports car racing is producing
the finest results. In a race, if you can
brake for a corner just a few yards
later than the other chap, you can pass
him even if your car is no faster than
his. So, brakes are used all the time
right up to their safe limit, and some-

times a little beyond. In this field,
28

either case, racing will be responsible
for an improvementthat can be applied
to all the cars that the factory produces.
Aboveall, though, racing is a sport,
and provides a magnificent spectacle.
The sports cars in these races are fast
enoughto be really exciting, and to call
for the greatest skill of the best drivers ;
but they can perfectly well be driven
on the road. Yet, many of the cars
are faster than the Grand Prix singleseater racing cars of only a few years
ago. Truly, this is progress.

resistance. At high speeds, this is by far

be made to reduce the frontal area of

with the accent firmly on safety. Its sturdier chassis construction

eventually have to be changed. In

year’s Sports Car
Race, Reg Parnell is

the greatest retarding force with which

True to tradition the 1500 cc. Series MGA. is .a really fast car, but

complacent about this, but a car which
does not corner well can consistently
be beaten by slower machines with a
better grip of the road. It may be that
only a few smalldetails need altering:
alternatively, the whole design may

Britain leads, for our sports car manu29

flagged

across
line.

the

His

average speed was
93.58 m.p.h. over the
full 40 laps;

Ask your garage for

NEW DOUBLE-DUTY

The car with a Built-in brain
REVOLUTIONARY UPPER CYLINDER LUBRICANT
AND OIL ADDITIVE COMBINED GIVES

This car of the Ferodo Test
Fleet is packed with electronic
equipment to record and analyse
brake performance.

5-15°/, MORE M.P.G.!
=

The information collected is used

:

“a

by; Ferodo to devise accurate,

Uh

The electronic calculating unit installed

reliable testing schedulesthat help
to produce brake linings highly
resistant to fade and wear.

boot of the ERZe

=

the

°

e

®

® Less Engine Wear
s

® More Power
® Fewer Overhauls

® Less Oil Drag
® Less Friction

Anti-Fade BRAKE LININGS

The power pack for the electronic apparatus,

on the right of which may be seen someof the

PD A SHOT!

intricate cable connections.

FERODO LIMITED

.

CHAPEL-EN-LE-FRITH
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A Memberof the Turner & Newall Organisation
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MOTOR RACING —
and the ARTICT
by ROY NOCKOLDS

The author, seen here with his familiar trackside
sketchboard, is famous for his paintings of
motoring in all its aspects. He discusses his
methods whenillustrating a race and offers some

tips for spectators

SOMETIMES, when fellow artists
meet mefor the first time, they say,
‘Motor racing—what a strange subject
to choose!’ In a way I suppose they are
right. However, I happen to be extremely interested in motor racing and
the essential thing for an artist is to be
engrossed in his subject. It is only then
that he will really see and study it and
eventually come to observe it through

expert eyes.
HowdoI tackle the job ofillustrating

great races such as weare to see today?
Poetry has aptly been defined as
‘emotion recollected in tranquillity’ and
without trying in any way to appear
‘precious’ or pretentious that is how I
tackle the matter of depicting motor

racing. I strive to capture the excitement and atmosphere of a race and

crystallize those sensations on canvas.
This may take the form of a study of
the winneror even, sometimes, a gallant

loser such as Stirling Mossin the Italian
Grand Prix at Monza in 1954.

When a particularly vivid incident

occurs it is obviously sheer chance
whether the artist happens to witness
it. Clearly it is impossible to have eyes
everywhere at the same time and no

second-hand description can equal an

artist’s impressions. At the International Daily Express Trophy Race at

Silverstone in 1951 I saw an exciting
spin by Reg Parnell driving the Thin
Wall Special. To me the incident

typified the race which was run
in a torrential downpour of rain and

hail, with thunder and
lightning to add to the
drama.
I immediately made

very rough sketches on

the spot (yes—inspite of
the rain!) taking par-

ticular care to note-who
was following at the
(Continued on page 37
Louis Chiron cornering
his 2.3-litre Bugatti in
the 1931 Monaco G.P.

33)

A Memorable
Silverstone
Shown here from rough sketch to
finished picture is Roy Nockolds’

dramatic study of Reg Parnell

during the cloudburst of the
1951 Trophy Race

Rough sketch
on the spot

Final composition

On-the-spot sketches made
in the paddock

Juan Fangio driving his Alfa Romeoat Silverstone, 1950

time. This was more difficult than it
Mohair coat and jersey hat
by Jaeger

sounds since my attention was naturally
focused on the car in trouble. Later,
back in mystudio, I roughed out various
compositions of the scene until the

action was shown clearly with no
irrelevant detail.
NEED FOR ASCURACY

Years ago at Brooklands I would try
to sketch every car in the race before
the start, just in case the details be
required later. Nowadays, with the
knowledge that comeswith time, I only

make quick notes of special modifica-

tions on cars that are likely to feature
in the event, and particularly the

AUSTIN

HEALEY

When you think of an Austin Healey you
think of a speedometer that goes 70...

80...90...100—and more. You think
ot immense power, surging from a superb
2.6 litre O.H.V. engine.

But this

record-breaker is not only beautiful to
watch and to drive. Her upholstery is
real leather, her carpeting is luxurious,
her accessories part of the standard

equipment.

The price of the Austin

Healey? Just £806 plus £404 7s. p.¥.

AUSTIN

HEALEY

The Austin Motor Company Limited, Longbridge, Birmingham
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spectatorsreally notices, standing there,
programme in hand as the cars flash
past. To those seeing their first race I
would say this; try to realize how

immensely powerful these cars are and
how delicately that power has to be

controlled. From the drop of the flag,
preceded by the exciting build-up of

tension, one hasthe fascinating sight of
cars driven with varying skill and style.

helmet and goggles, but this point must
always be checked.
Over a period of years the artist
naturally gets to know all the circuits
pretty well, but he must never rely
wholly on past knowledge. Notes must

time the gap between them or their
times through the bend you are on.
Today you will see some ofthe finest

be made of any alterations as the sub-

THE

nearly thirty years, I sometimes wonder
what the new recruit to the ranks of

When the leaders start to lap the
field it is often difficult to work out who

such as the driver’s clothes. Some
invariably stick to the same colours for

FAST,

thusiasts who delight in fastening on
any little error.
Having watched motor racing for

is in progress in noting extra points

colours. A lot can be done while the race

BEAUTIFULLY

sequentpainting is bound to be viewed

through the critical eyes of the en-

is lying third and fourth, but don’t let
this worry you because the commentator
will keep you informed. If you have a
stop-watch and you notice a nice “dice”
going on between two of the chaps,

drivers in the world—watch them closely!

e, 1949
Study of Baron de Graffenried driving his Maserati to victory at Silverston

The first IO cars
Ist
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

:
:
:
:
;

Maserati
Maserati
Maserati
Maserati
Maserati

6th : Connaught

7th : Cooper Bristol
8th : Connaught
9th : Connaught
: Cooper Bristol

DOUBLE DIAMOND
works wondersin all bars

at this meeting

The largest producers of bearings and bushes in Europe
VANDERVELL PRODUCTSLIMITED, WESTERN AVENUE, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
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Silverstone

Circuit
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WARNING: Motor Racing is dangerous and all persons
attending at this track do so entirely at their own risk.
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tt is a condition of admission that

the drivers and owners of the vehicles,

with the promotion and/or organisa-

out of

all

BRITISH

persons

having

any

connection

tion and/or conduct of the meeting,
including the owners of the land ond

are absolved from ail liability arising

accidents howsoever caused

resulting in damage to property and/or
personal injury to spectators.

ALL RACES ARE RUN IN A CLOCKWISE DIRECTION

The information in this programmeis strictly copyright.
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General Category: Ist A DAILY EXPRESS TROPHYand £150
In Each Class:
Manufacturers’

Ist — £50
Team

Prize:

2nd — £30

DRIVER

3rd — £10

11213]

A DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY

CAR and ENTRANT

CLASS F (Over1,100 c.c. and up to 1,500 c.c.)

Maserati/Drivei

| JOAKIM BONNIER

Maserati/Drivei
2 J. B. NAYLOR.
..Cooper/Cooper Car Co.Ld.
3 di RUSSELL.
Cooper/Cooper Car Co. Ltd.
4 ROY SALVADORI.
..Cooper/Willment Speed Shop
5 LES LESTO
Cooper/Driver...........
6 DENNIS TAYLO!
Cooper/Stirling Moss Ltd.
—7 STIRLING
MOS:
8 A. E. MARSH.....
9 COLIN CHAPMAN.
10 REG BICKNELL...
...-Lotus/Driver.....
1! JOHN
HIGHAM
Lotus-Connaught/John Coomb:
12 C. A. S. BROOKS..
.M.W./EM.W. Rennkollekti
~I4 EDGAR BARTH.
.M.W./E.M.W. Rennkollekti
~IS ARTHUR ROSENHAMME

CLASS G (Up to 1,100 c.c.)
1. A. FORBES(Reserve)...
MICHAEL MACDOWE!
PETER GAMMON.
R. A. MOORE.
GEORGE NIXO
PETER JACKSON.
«A. J. C. MACKAY (Reserve)
R.
MACKENZIE-LOW...
W. A. McMILLAN.
W. S. FROS’
W. H. ELLIS..
P. H. ASHDOW!
T. P. BARNARD...
J..K. HALL....

4151617181010

START

10.30 a.m.

1-25 Fel, aa
zs

LZ,

6

fe

19/12/13 /14) 15/16 17/18) 19/20)21/22)23/24

:

CAPACITY

ee

1500

-Porsche/Driver...

16 R.M. DE LEMOS..
17 --M.-HAWTHOR'|
~i8 I.
BUEB.....

— 21
22
23
24
25
26
27:
~28
29
30
— 31
32
— 33
— 3

1,500c.c.

LAP NOs.

Awarded to the Entrantof the team ofthree cars of the same make
whose aggregate placings in either Sports Car Race are lowest.

NO.

UP TO

--Lotus/I. Bueb.
ooper/Driver...

Beart-Rodger/Driver.....
ooper/ Cooper Car Co. Ltd,

...Elva/Elva Racing Tea
Elva/Driver.....
otus/Frost Cars Ltd.

35 CLIFF ALLISO
Reserve Drivers Car No.17, 1. Bueb

i
42

A limited number of Paddock Passes at £1 each and Stewards’
Enclosure Badges at £2 10s. Od. each are obtainable by the footbridge.
43
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25 LAPS

e
APPROX.
75 MILES

International DAILY EXPRESS

General Category: Ist—A DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY and ‘£150
3rd — £10
2nd — £30
_Ist — £50
in Each Class:
Manufacturers’

Team

Prize:

A DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY

‘Awarded to the Entrantof the team of three cars of the same make
whose aggregate placings in either Sports Car Race are lowest.

NO.

1
2
3
4
“5
6
7
8
9
10
Il
12
14.
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33.
34

4l
42
43
44
45
46
41
48
49
50

DRIVER
CLASS C (Over 3,000 c.c.)
JOAKIM BONNIER.
J. M. HAWTHORN..
D. TITTERINGTON.
J. E. G. FAIRMAN.

STRnntn races

START

OVER |

1.45 om

oa

LAP NOs. 1-25 0°.

1} 2] 3] 4} 5) 6) 7) 8) 9 |10/19/12/13

7

|18)19

CAR and ENTRANT

Alfa-Romeo/Driver....
Jaguar/Sir William Lyons
Jaguar/Sir William Lyon:
Jaguar/Sir William Lyons.

N. CUNNINGHAM-RE!
G. E. ABECASSIS.
R. E. BERRY.....
RON FLOCKHART.
Jaguar/Ecurie Ecosse.
NINIAN SANDERSON.
dJaguar/Ecurie Ecosse.
ALAN BROWN.
PETER BLOND.
W. A. McMILLAN.
J. L. OGIER......(Reserve).
CLASS D (Over 2,000 .c. and up to 3,000 c.c.)
ston-Martin/David Brown.
STIRLING MOS
ston-Martin/David Brown
REG PARNEL!
Aston-Martin/David Brown
PETER COLL!
Aston-Martin/David Brown.
ROY SALVADO
.Aston-Martin/Driver.
HANS DAVIDS.
-Aston-Martin/Drive
B. BAXTER.........(Reserve)
PETER WHITEHEAD.
KEN WHARTON.
Ferrari/Equipe Nationale Belge.
ANDRE PILETTE.
Ferrari/Equipe Nationale Belg
ANDRE MILHOUX..
H. MACKAY FRASER.
BENOIT MUSY.
Aston-Martin/Equipe Devon:
T. KYFFIN...
....Maserati/J. de Puy.....
F.R. GERARD.
CLASS E (Over1,500 c.c. and up to 2,000 c.c.)
W. A. SCOTT-BROWN...Lister-Maserati/Lister (Light Engineering) Led.
sLister/Drive
AUSTIN J. NURSE.
ster-Bristol/O.Iss
ALLAN MOORE.
i
CLIFF DAVIS...
MICHAEL ANTHON
P. SCOTT-RUSSEL!
KASTERINE..
D.
C.H.THRELFALL.. (Reserve)... Tojeiro-Bristol/Driver.
.-ss1:Phoentx/Drive!
GORDON BEDSON...
tus-Connaught/Drive
M. YOUNG......(Reserve

Reserve Drivers: Car No.2, J. Duncan Hamilton
Car No.3, J. Bueb

44

Car No.4,

P. Frere

Cars No. 29 & 30, A. Laurent

PETROL FILLING STATIONS
Petrol may be obtained at the stations being operated
by Mobilgas in the Red and Yellow Enclosures
45

1955 WORLD
CHAMPIONS ON

-

60 LAPS

CASTROL

APPROX. 180 MILES

START 2.00 p.m.

-

Ist—THE DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY and £750
4th — £100
3rd — £150
2nd — £350
5th —£75

DUKE
Geoffrey Duke, a World

6th — £50

Champion for the fifth

successive year, rode his

Gilera to victory in the

French and German
Grands Prix and in the
fsle of Man Senior and
Dutch T.T.’s.

RACE ENTRIES

NO.

§ JUAN MANUEL FANGIC....
2 PETER COLLING............
<3 —MAURICE—TRINTIGNAN’
4 HARRY
SCHELI

5 ARCHIE SCOTT-BROWN ...

6

DESMOND TITTERINGTON

7 JACK FAIRMAN
8 MIKE OLIVER.....

“ Yorkshire Post™

9
10
it

FANGIO

Juan Manuel Fangio,
Champion of the World

12
~14

forthe third time. Fangio
with his Mercedes assured his Championship

bywinning theArgentine,
Belgian, Dutch and
Italian Grands Prix.

** International News

THE
MASTERPIECE

CAPACITY

CAR and ENTRANT

DRIVER

COUNTRY

Ferrari/Scuderia Ferrari
Ferrari/Scuderia Ferre
anwall/G. A. Vandervell.
‘anwall/G. A. Vandervell..

Connaught/ConnaughtEn;
.Connaught/ConnaughtEn;

.Connaught/ Connaught En;

-Connaught/Connaught En;

.---B.R.M./A. G. B, Owen.
Gordini/A. Gordit
.Gordini/A. Gordini..

MIKE HAWTHORN.
ANDREPILETTE..
DA SILVA RAMOS.

Maserati/Ecurie Rosie

LOUIS ROSIER.
STIRLING MOS:

Maserati/Stirling Moss Ltd..

laserati/Gilby Eng. Co. Ltd.
ROY SALVADOR
Maserati/Driver......
JACK BRABHAM
nnaught/R. R. C. Watker.
REG. PARNELL...
.. Maserati /Driver.
BRUCE HALFORI
..Maserati/Driver
LUIGI PIOTT!
Connaught/ Connaught Eng.
PIERO SCOTT!
Maserati/Scuderio Centro-Sud.
KEN WHARTON.
nnaught/Driver.
RICHARD GIBSO!
onnaught/Driver.
BILL HOLT...
..Connaught/Driver
JOHN YOUNG.
Cooper-Bristol/Drive:
BOB GERARD.
Cooper-Bristol/Border Reivers
-ALASTAIR_BIRREL!
WK.
SOMERUANLL
Reserve Driver: Car No. 24 John Coombs

Is
16
'7
~18
—t9
20
—21
22
23
24
25

IN OILS
Au — Australia.

F = France.

GB = Great Britain.

RA = Argentina

47

t= Italy.

US = U.S.A.

PF = Portugal

60 LAPS
APPROX.

180 MILES
LAP SCORE CHART

10} 11)

No. .
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Driver
J. M. FANGIO......
P. COLLINS
M. TRINTIGNANT
H. SCHELL .......
A. SCOTT-BROWN

D. TITTERINGTON

12/3) 14}15}16}1

i
Ferrari
Vanwall
..Vanwall
Connaught

.. Connaught

J. FAIRMAN .................4Connaught

No.

a

Driver

8 M. OLIVER .......0..0......4
9 J. M. HAWTHORN
10 A. PILETTE........
1
12
14

4]

Driver
15 R. SALVADORI
16 J. BRABHAM
7 R. PARNELL...
18 B. HALFORD
19 L. PIOTTI..
20 P. SCOTTI......

Driver

50

«.

=e RAATRAK
5

s

Note: Class awards apply to ¢lasses containing three ar more cars

Car No. 4, |. Bueb

ustin/Driver

Renault/Ecurie ‘Chequers.

Cars Nos. 2 and 3, D. Titterington

RO

ALFA

(ia)

\M.G./Driver
.M.G./Driver
.1M.G./Driver

@

CLASS F (Over 1,100 and up to 1,500 c.c.)
Borgward/Metcalfe and Mu:
»M.G./M.G. of Co., Li ad

GIANFRANCO MALAVASI.

CLASS E (Over1,500 c.c. and up ¢o 2,000 ¢.c.)
Vv. W. DERRINGTON....
i

ATRORORS

4
a
2
<
3

Reserve Drivers: Car No.1, J. E. G. Fairman

“a

CLASS D (Over 2,000 c.c. and up to 3,000 .c.

laguar/Sir William tyons.

laguar/Sir William Lyons.

CLASS € (Over 3,000 c.
IVOR BUEB.
PAUL FRERE..

CAR and Entrant

(aeons)

CAPACITY

G16) 78] 9 00} 11 /12)13)14 |15 11611

DRIVER

Collins, Poore, Salvadori, Parnell—and now Moss—have
made Aston Martin a name to conj jure with. Buta first-class
victory for the Feltham marquein the rally field is something
new. So make it a big hand, please, for private-owner
Lyndon Sims and his companion, F. . I. J. Girling, whose
sleek DB2-4 Aston Martin carried all before it in the recent
R.A.C. Rally of Great Britain.

NO.

Lyndon Sims and his DB2-4 Aston Martin

In sports-car racing, the exploits of such forefronters as

APPROX. 60 MILES

The R.A, Cc.

RALLY OF GREAT BRITAIN

20 LAPS

Today, the Daily Exp: ress and the B.R.D.C. take pri ide
in presenti‘ing their supporters with a close-u ip view of the
wonderful Mk. VI Jagu: jar which beatall comers in the 1956
Monte Carlo R: ally. At the wheelof the car as it laps the
uit is Ronnie Adams, the Ulsterman whodid the d lecisive
¢
driving tests in the Rally itself, and his crew-1 men whoshared
his January ordeal—Frank Bi igger and Derek Johnston.

Awarded to the Entront of the team of three cars of the same make’ whose aggregate

Ronnie Adams and the winning Jaguar

2nd—€30
In Each Class: Ist—£50
General Category: Ist—A DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY and £50
Manufacturers’ Team Prize: A DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY
placings are lowest.

3rd—£10

THE MONTE CARLO RALLY

START

TODAY’S LAPS OF HONOUR

NVMgestae) ee
MONTE CARLO
RALLY
For the third time

its

ta TER ses

3H wat sey

f

SUNBEAM WINS
THE MANUFACTURERS’ TEAM

PRIZE

1953-1954 -1956

OUTRIGHT WIN of the Charles Faroux Chalienze Trophy
This most coveted Team Prize is
awarded to the nominated team of
three cars achieving the best ageregate
performance,irrespective of size, class
or price.
The three successful Sunbeams in this
year’s event were driven by Peter
Harper (with David Humphrey and
Peter Elbra), Jimmy Ray (with John
Cutts and John Waddington) and
Sheila Van Damm (with Anne Hall
and Yvonne Jackson).
Subject to official confirmation
iS VAD TA ENS SSE SID GET NS MTD GREee

SUNDEAM-TALBOT UTD. COVENTRY . LONDON SHOWROOMS & EXPORT DIVISION » DEVONSHIRE HOUSH . PIOOADILLY LONDON. Wi

32

17 LAPS

-

APPROX. 50 MILES

———————————
Ist—A DAILY EXPRESS TROPHY and £50

2nd—£35

4th—£15

3rd—€25
Sth—€10

ENTRIES
CAR and ENTRANT
DRIVER
NO,
1 JIM RUSSELL......Cooper/Cooper Car Co. Ltd.
2 ©.€.H.DAVIS Beart-Cooper/Francis Beart
3 DON TRUMAN...Cooper/Driver
4 H.C. TAYLOR......Cooper/R. R. Jackson
5 1.RABY Cooper/Car Ex'nge (Brighton)Led.
6 GEORGE WICKEN...Cooper/Driver
7 DAVID BOSHIER-JONES...Cooper/Driver
8 JOHN HIGHAM...Cooper/Driver
9 DENNIS TAYLOR...Ceoper/Driver
10 S, LEWIS-EVANS...Cooper/francis Beart
It 3. F. WESTCOTT...Cooper/Driver
12. G. H. SYMONDS...Cooper/Driver
14 SIR THOMAS BEEVOR...Cooper/Ecurie
Chequers
15 -R. K. TYRRELL......Cooper/Driver
16 CLIFF ALLISON...Cooper/Driver
17D. J. STRANGE...Cooper/J. C. Broadhead
18 T. BRIDGER.........Cooper/Driver
19 3. F. DENLEY......Cooper/Driver
20 EUGENE HALL...Cooper/Driver
21H. S. HOWLETT...Cooper/Driver
22 ALBERT ZAINS......Cooper/Driver
23 EDWIN DAWSON. ..Cooper/Driver
24 REG BICKNELL.........Revis/Driver
25 ERIC FENNING...Staride/Driver
26 3. P. FERGUSSON. ..Emeryson/Driver
rose/Driver
27 W. L. GROSE
Kieft/Driver
28 DON PARKE!
Cooper/Driver
29 VOR BUEB..
30 J. S. SOMERVAIL...Cooper/Border Reivers
Reserve Driver: Car No. 4, A. E. Marsh.

6th—€5

LAP

f
ne
il

NOs. 1-17

THE

:

:

TROPHY

EXPRESS

DRIVERS AND CAR NUMBERS
=

MEETING

(Abo 1500 tice
ton SE, 7° SEES Cec Race Cpomclee

peace

yO

See Ressfice pice eeecuaae CaciRseay
1

ORIVER

#2

5

4

3

6 — — —

Abecassis,G.E.

. —

Allison,
Anthony,C.M.

16
— —
— —
3 —
. ~
6 —

Aley, J. R.

eH KH

woe

-

Ashdown,P. H.

Barnard,T. P. ..

Barth, E.-.)-Bedson, G.
oo

© 32) — ="! =)

33 — — — —

-oe

149-9 — 1)
— 49 — — —

Beevor, Sir Thomas .. — -—- -—- — 14

Berry,R.E.
Bicknell, R.

— 1 — — —
10 — — — 24

.

—
1

Birrell, A.
J.

..
Bridger, T.
Brooks, C. A. S.

Bueb,I. ..
Carnegie, R.

Chapman,G.

—
—|

UT

Se

..
..

..

- 122

se

-.
..

-..

sie!
«-

Davids, H.

ee

a

18
—

9

DRIVER

Howlett,H.8..

Ree

..

or

c.f

—

23

ee

26 se SO)

=

Kasterine, D. ..

— a7———

Lewis-Evans,S.

.. — — — — 10

veerEa

Lestongk:

Bilt,.-

6

— —
|)
(yk ream
bial —-—

i:
he
28 eee eee
MacKay Fraser, H. .. —x-—-— —

Mackenzie-Low,
Malavasi,G.
Marsh, A.

..

McMillan, W.A.
Milhoux,A.
..

oS

..
.

.
..

23— — — —

— —-— 12 —
&8—-—— —

9 122—-— —
— 309 — — —

— 3 — — —

@a@-——- — —
72

1— —

— — 18
eel

—- 2-—-——
2 — — — —

1 29
10 —

— 424—-——
_-—- 86— —

2 —
5 —
26

—--—--— — B
— 2 17 21 —
— 2 10 — —

—

—

a—-—-—-—

—

—--——

26

—

—

—

—

7—

_—- -— 9 — —

5 —

—

§&

So ee

mm, Pa. -e

—-—-—--—-—

6&6

—- -—-N- —
Ramos, Da Silva
Rosenhammer, A. .. 15 — — — —
Rosier,L... .. .. — — 12 — —

—
ea ee
eee = =
2
.. — — — — 23]
..

80

T2053

.. — — — — 21

—

=

Cuneingnanenoe, N
Davis, C.
Davis, C. Cine
Dawson,E.
..

ce

—-—-—--— 90 —

Collins, P.
sie
Coombs, J.
..
Cuff-Miller, E. ..

Denley, J.F.

—
—

er

oe eS =

Bradley, W.
Brown, A.

— 26
4—

-- se

Boshier-Jones, D. oe

Brabham, J.

19

Russell, J.

3—--—

—

1

Derrington, V.W. ..

— -—- -—- 11

—

Ellis, W.H. .. ..
Fairman, J.E.G. ..
Fangio, J. M.
Fenning, E.
- +

31 — —
— 4 7
1
— —
— — —

—
—
—
—

—|
—
—]|
25

Schell,H... .
—— 4—
Scott-Brown, W.A... — 4
§&§ 30 —
— 0 — —
oe
Scotti, P. ..
Scott-Russell, P.
6—
9 —

Flockhart, R.
Foster, A.T. ..
Frere, P.
ws
Frost, W.S. ..

-.
..
oe
..

— 8&8 — —
— — —- 22
— — —
2
30 — —- —

—
—
—
—

Somervail,J.S.
Sparrowe,J.M.
Strange, D.J. ..
Symonds, G. H.

Gelherg,G.

Gerard, F.R....
Gibson, R... ..

..

— — —

.. — 34 25 — —
.. — — 22 — —

Graham, N. WwW.
Grose, W.L. ..
Halford, B.
Hall, E.

..
.

—
—
—
—

Hamilton, J. D.
Hawthorn, J.M.
Higham, J.
..
..
Holt,E.W.

- —
.. 17
.. 11
.. —

Fergusson, J. Fo

Gammon, P.

Grace,G.H.

Hall, J. K.

Salvadori, R.

..

..
.

-

..

.

—

—

—

23

—

—

—

—

34

—

—
—
—
—

—

—
—
18
—

—

—

—

-

26

Simpson, PJ...

—

Truman,D.

..

—

—|

Wharton. K.

..

—
27
—|
20]

— — 4 —
2 9
3 —
— — —- 8]
— 23 — —
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—
—
—
a

—-

—

8—

— 8
24 —
17
12

—---—-—-—

Titterington, D.
Trintignant, M.

—|

9 — —

6—

Taylor, H.C.

6

33
—
—
—

..

..
..

Taylor, D.

25 —

424 15 —

_—-

Sanderson, N.

-. — — — 28 —

Easton, P. R.

54

DAILY

The figures shown against each driver indicate his car number(s)in the appropriate race(s)

i

:

INTERNATIONAL

ANNUAL

8th

9

4

ate) —
-—-- 3-—-—

—--—--—-—-—

3

Tyrrell, R.K. ..
Utley, R. J. W.
Waller,J.R. ..
Westcott, J. F.

—_— — — 15
—--—-—-— 2 —
.. — — — 23 —
w-wh

Whitehead,P.
Wicken, G.
Young,J... ..
.
Zains,A...

—- 7-—-—- —
eo-- «Cm
.. — — 24 — —
.. — — — — 2

..

—

28

21

7

—

Silverstone

LAP SPEED TABLE

TIME
ms.
1.40 ...
1.41...
1.42 ...
1.43 ...
1.44 ...
1.45 ...
1.46...
1.47 ..
1.48...
1.49 ...
1.50 ...
ESI ....

1.53
1.54
1.55
1.56
1.57
1.58
1.59
2.00
2.01
2.02
2.03
2.04

COOPERSacclaim

Onelap of Silverstone Circuit equals 2 miles 1,631} yards.
To ascertain the speed of any Individual ear, time it for one
complete lap and read of the speed from this table.
SPEED
TIME
SPEED
TIME
SPEED

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

m.p.h.
105.37
104.33
103.31
102.30
101.32
100.35
99.41
98.48
97.57
96.67
95.79
94.93

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

k.p.h.
169.64
167.97
166.33
164.70
163.12
161.56
160.05
158.55
157.08
155.63
154.22
152.83

93.25
92.43
91.63
90.84
90.06
89.30
88.55
87.81
87.08
86.37
85.67
84.98

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

150.13}
148.81)
147.52}
146.25]
145.00)
143.77
142.56
141.37
140.19}
139.05
137.93
136.81

m.s.
m.p-h.
k.p.h.
2.05 ... 84.30 ... 135.72
2.06 ... 83.63 ... 134.64
2.07 ... 82.97 ... 133.58
2.08 ... 82.32 ... 132.53
2.09 ... 81.68 ... 131.50
2.10 ... 81.06 ... 130.50
2.11 ... 80.44 ... 129.50
2.12 ... 79.83 ... 128.52
213)... 79.23 ... 127.56
2.14 ... 78.64 ... 126.61
215 ... 78.05 ... 125.66
2.16 ... 7748 ... 124.74
ZANE com SAL cee [PEEP

2.18
2.19
2.20
2.21
2.22
2.23
2.24
2.25
2.26
2.27
2.28
2.29

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

OFFICIAL
UNION JACK. Used for
start of Race.
ie
WHITE. An ambulance
or a service car is on the
circult.
e

YELLOW with VERTICAL RED STRIPES.
Take care, oil somewhere
on the road.

76.36
75.81
75.27
74.73
74.21
73.69
73.17
72.67
7217
71.68
71.20
70.72

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

FLAG

234 ...
2.35 ...
2.36 ...
2.37 ...
2.38 ...
2.39 ...
2.40 ...
241...
2.42 ...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
..
...

NUMBER.Signal for car
bearing that number—
stop at your pit on the
next lap.

68.42
67.98
67.55
67.12
66.69
66.27
65.86
65.45
65.04

64.65
64.25
63.86
63.48
63.10
62.72
62.35
61.98
61.62
61.26
60.91
60.56

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

..
...
...
..
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

H10.15
109.44
108.75
108.06
107.37
106.69
106.00
105.37
104.71

104.08
103.44
1028)
102.20
101.59
101.00
100.38
99.78
99.20
98.62
98.06
97.50

FASTEST

PROVE ITS UNBEATABLE PERFORMANCE
John Cooper, Managing Director of COOPER CARS LTD., writes

Esso EXTRA
6 °il

© miles

Pry

used fo

ngine
MOTOR OT,
was
9 and

Our return

meneten

A
lubric
atio

n was
and s ance of over

a dist

MeDeh. w
Over 6 ea

BLACK and WHITE
CHEQUERED.Signalfor
end of Race.

:

:

Peeds approachi

Perfect condition. aothing was
found

LAPS

Formula 3. 500 c.c. |. Bueb (Cooper),
1 min, 58 secs.—89.30 m.p.h., May 7,

1955.

"

e

Sports Car. J. M. Hawthorn

56

14 WORLD RECORDS (International Class G)

RED.Signal for complete
and immediate stop.

Formula Libre (Uniimited Class).
G. Farina (unwell Special), | min.
45.2 secs.—= 16 mp.h., July 18, 1953
(Circuit Record).

Lenin. 49 secs.—=96.67 Se May }

MOTOR OIL

YELLOW. Waved—great
danger, be prepared to
stop.
Motionless—take
care, danger.

Grand Prix, Formula |. 2,500 ac.
R. Salvadori (Maserati), P. Collins
(Maserati), | min. 48 secs.—97.57 m.p.h.,
May 7, 1955.
(Jaguar),

ESSO EXTRA

69.32 ... 111.60
68.87 ... 110.88

SIGNALS

with WHITE

SILVERSTONE

2.32 ...
2.33 ...

122.94] 243
122.05} 244
121.1812.45
120.311 246
119.47} 2.47
118.64] 2.48
117.801 2.49
117.00|250
116.19 251
115.40 2.52
114.63] 253
113.85 2.54

BLUE. Waved—another
competitor is trying to
overtake you. Motionless
—another competitor is
following you very closely.

BLACK

ms.
m.p.h.
k.p.h.
2.30 ... 70.25 ... 113.10
231... 69.78 ... 112.34

\ (Esso)

Exactly the same outstanding motoroil
wasused that you can buy from your Local Esso Dealer
37

No better liner
was ever fitted to any
racing car
Swing along with

CAR RADIO
This is the car radio you’ve dreamed about. It’s
new,it’s smart—and whatbetter time to haveit
fitted! With a host of glorious Summertrips at
hand you'll be wise to have Pye Car Radio from
the start.
This streamlined Car Radio more than lives up
to the high standards associated with Pye. For a

“Ay

counts you can rely on

7

MINTEX
BRAKE

AVAILABLE

AT

LEADING

j
A

LINERS

GARAGES

38

THROUGHOUT

THE

COUNTRY

fully descriptive leaflet and the address of your
nearestfitting agent please post the coupon below.
Pye maintain a country-wide
network of installation and
service depots for the mobile
radios they have supplied to
Police, Ambulance and Fire
Services throughout Britain.
This means that Pye can
offer unequalled fitting and
service facilities to purchasers
of Pye Car Radio.

Sonate

~ Whenhigh performance

To: Pye Telecommunications Ltd., (Car Radio

Division), Newmarket Road, Cambridge.

Please send mefull details of Pye Car Radio and
the address of nearest stockist who will give me a
demonstration without obligation.
EROMee eresrecccnsrreesesceascatertscecrersesensemrtencenseseenerssacsete

csi COUNTY..

im]
Por ers en SES SEEmenee oe
59

.»» the car you'll enjoy
is a

COPSE — MAGGOTS — BECKETTS — CHAPEL —
STOWE — CLUB — ABBEY — WOODCOTE

Stirling Moss

on

uxhall

CORNERING
WRINKLES
WHEN taking a fast corner, the

sweetly pointing the path for your exit
into the straight. If you doall this by a
mere tenth of a second faster than your
opponents, andif all your cornering is
just that one-tenth better, imagine your
success during three solid hours of
driving in a 300-mile Grand Prix.
As a driver, you will never think in
speed language. When you come to a
circuit you studyit, you go roundit for
practice, you make mental notes about
its surface, its curves, and about your
car’s performance over that particular

car literally drifts in a sideways
direction. The key part of a corneris its
exit—so, if all your wheels are heading

straight as a die when you reach this
exit, the quicker you are out and away.

Assume it is a right-hand corner.

Downthe straight you’re zooming at
top speed. Now you brake, just a
fraction, at the same time inclining the
steering wheel by an even slighter
fraction, to the right. You keep the

brakes on throughoutthis slight movement which tends to send the back of

track on that particular day.

the car away into a slide; and now,
instantaneously, you correct the slide
by straightening your front wheels.

CORNER SPEEDS

You know that every corner is as

variable as an English summer; and
that the speed of a corner depends on

This is the truly crucial moment, for
nowthe caris in drifting position with
all four wheels in the same direction. . . .

a hundred-and-one considerations: its

surface; its contours or curvature;
width of the road; adhesion—whether
it is wet, dry, or oily; how many cars

Once you’re drifting, the slightest flick
of steering wheel will unbalance the
car and put you out of your drift and
into a slide, with the rear wheels slewed
round.

THE 6-CYL. CRESTA

THE 6-CYL. VELOX

£620 plus £311.7.0 PT

£560 plus £281.7.0 PT

THE 4-CYL. WYVERN
£510 plus £256.7.0 PT

Spacious... Powerful... Economical !
60

have gone round it before; condition

of your tyres; how muchfuel you’ve got
left at any given moment; yes, even the
temperature of the day.
You may take corner X at 100
around tea time on Mondayafternoon,
at less than 80 in a Thursday drizzle,

FAST GETAWAY

Throughthe corner, the car is moving
bodily sideways and forwards at once;
and all the time, you hold the drift by

and at something over 105 under ideal
conditions ....

meansofthe throttle. Only now do you

fully appreciate the racing advantages
of perfection in four-wheel drifting, for
it is now that you experience the benefits
of having those four wheels lined up

Broadly speaking, you find three kinds
of corner. (1) ‘Flat-out’ corners where
you take the straightest, fastest line,
probably at 140 m.p.h. or more. These
are rarely if ever acute enough to use
a drift. (2) Slower corners up to, say,

for the great getaway—through and

out of the corner, with the least possible
loss of horse-power, with all four wheels
61

Stirling Moss in his 1956

Formula I Maserati takes

a corner at speed

The fastest T.T. ever! Stirling
Moss_comes homefirst in the

R.AC. International T.T. at
Dundrod—using BP Super in
his Mercedes.

100-110 m.p.h., where you would drift

the car. (3) Slow corners where you
must change down and probably put

the car into slide.

Thereally fast corner, taken flat out,

“A YEAR OF VICTORIES

is no problem.Ifit’s a right-hand bend

you start on the left of the road, cut

through to the corner’s apex on the

FOR BP SUPER

From Silverstone to Sweden, this outstanding petrol had

a remarkable winning record in the year’s big races

this petrol has fulfilled these exacting
requirements.

The perfectly-tuned engine that
every driver needs to stand a chance
of winning a major raceor rally makes
extraordinarily heavy demands on the
fuel. Quality and specification must
never vary. Lapafter lap, or day after
day, the fuel mustlive up to the high
performance capacity of the speciallytuned engine which it powers.
The outstanding record of. BP
Super on race track and road circuit
during 1955 shows how successfully

Even the

ordinary motorist,

in

everyday driving in towns and
countryside, can notice the freedom
from engine-knock and the smooth,
swift acceleration. He appreciates, too,
something about which the racing
motorist does not have to worry—
that is, considerable economy in fuel

consumption when driving on BP
Super.

Some of the big wins on BP Super
during the 1955 season
Ulster T.T.

rst, Stirling Moss; 2nd and

R.A.C. Rally of Gt. Britain

ist, J. Ray

and

B. Horrocks—Standard; 3rd, K. Richardson
and J. Heathcote—Standard. Team award—
Standard team. Andthreeclass wins.
Tulip Rally xst, W. J. J. Tak ina Mercedes.
British Empire Trophy ist, W. A. Scott-Brown

in a Lister-Bristol.

Swedish Grand Prix

But note that sliding is markedly

different from drifting. A slide has also
the disadvantage of putting great strain
upon the entire car, of absorbing horsepower, and of eating sizable portions
oftyre tread...TECHNIQUE OF SLIDING
Let’s try a slide on a 70-m.p.h. rightangle corner at the end of a longish
straight. You approach at high speed
and decide (maybe 200, maybe 400
yards from the corner) when to start

braking. You're in fourth gear; you

3rd,

LM. Fangio and G. von ‘Tripps. All driving
Mercedes cars.

right, and finally ease the car out left
again. You ‘straighten’ the corner, in
short, by taking the correct line through.
With slow corners, too tight even for
drifting you comein fast, pull on your
brakes andliterally slide the car round.

rst, J. M. Fangio; 2nd,

Stirling Moss. Both driving Mercedescars.

Brilliant driving by Wharton. With

Lyons-Charbonnieres Rally Outright winner—
Houel, in an Alfa-Romeo First four places in

BP Super
in the tank of his Ford Zephyr,
Ken Whartonwas placedfirst in the 2001
to 3000¢.¢ class in the Production Tour-

generalclassification. Fivefirsts out of six other
class events.
Silverstone Production Touring Car Race 20013000 c.c. class 1st, Ken Wharton in a Ford
Zephyr.

ing Car race at the Daily Express Trophy

change down to third, then down to
second—for that’s the gear in which
you'll be taking the bend. Now, just
before the apex of the corner, with
brakes on, you turn the wheel quite hard
to the right; the back of the car begins
to break away as the rear wheels slide
sideways to the left, and by the time
really
you reach the apex your slide has
begun. In a flash, you lift off the brake,

your foot comes hard down on the

throttle giving you a forward thrust,

as you unwind the steering back to

normal in order to bring your front
wheels into correct line for the exit.
THROTTLE FOOTWORK

You always take corners under power

—and whether it’s a slide or a drift,
you never lift off the throttle, partly

because lifting off unbalances the car,

but mainly because it loses precious
horse-power which is needed on the way
out of any and every curve. You can

best pick out good drivers not by seeing

how late they apply the brakes on
entering a corner, but by noting how
early they bring in the power for their

exit....

Approachinga corner, your right foot

comes off the accelerator. The ball of
that same foot goes down onthe brake.
Ready for changing down, your left
foot puts the clutch out. Instantaneously, while still keeping brakes on
with the ball of your right foot, you flip

the accelerator with the heel. It’s the

flip on the throttle that brings your
engine revs up to the correct point for
completing your gear change... .

If, finally, there are fast flat-out

corners at the end of the straight, you
will want to take them as smoothly as
you know how,with the minimum use

of your steering wheel. Getting through
the corner with a half-inch flick of
steering is better than giving a whole
inch — the lighter the steering, the
smaller the turning, and the slighter

the drag.

Meeting at Silverstone.

THE BP SHIELD IS THE TRADE-MARK OF THE BRITISH PETROLEUM COMPANY LIMITED
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Mineau
From ‘Stirling Moss’s Book of Motor Sport’ edited by Wayne
10/6d.
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GOODWOOD
TT
Richmond Formula | Race for the Glover Trophy

WON

by

STIRLING MOSS
driving a MASERATI using

LODGE
PLUGS

LODGE PLUGS LTD., RUGBY
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HEAR THE RESULTS—

and the music !

They're good—They’re clear andq nature

ally so, Antone Companyare specialists in

|

outdoor sound installation. Now we can

|

bring it home to you—right home, because
perfect reproduction needs high fidelity
equipment—and westock the best thereis

I

|
|

for sound — NATURALLY!
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AMPLIFIER HI-FI 1003
High Fidelity reproduction for Gram.,
Radio, Tape or Microphone. Separate Bass,
‘Treble and Volume controls. Edge-lit panel,
selector switch for six correction networks.

price 27 gns.

THE WORLD-FAMOUS
*VICTOR’ LOUDSPEAKER

12 inch dia.
A superb loudspeaker with a mounting
of
permanent Bass unit. Special
unit eliminates beaming and

Douglas Rutherford

(Author of Grand Prix Murder)
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Fully illustrated with photographs collected from the best
motor racing photographers in Europe.

Descriptions
of the six major, European
races: The Mille
C
See

Miglia, Monaco Grand Prix, Belgian Grand Prix, Le
Mans,British Grand Prix, and the Italian GrandPrix.

Accurate Mapsofall these courses are included.

Collins és.

the Treble
A room
provides wide angle diffusion.
matching switch is provided. 38 inch high,
inch deep. Finish in eitl er
inch wid

r
icenene
PS
price 35 gns.
Old Gold metalgrille.

Phone Epsom 9110 for a
* personal appointment
and

hear

this

High

Fidelity equipment

homely surroundings.

in

113 LONGDOWN LANE

SOUTH

On 164 Bus route and near Epsom DownsStation
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THE ALCOHOL FUEL

Fast

are my

Cars

Hobb

by G. A. (TONY) VANDERVELL
in an interview with BASIL CARDEW

Did you say

I MOTORrace—thatis I run a Grand

- Prix car racing establishment—because I enjoy it and because it involves
research. And that deeply interests me.
I am interested in the sport. High speed

DISCOL?3?

and all that it involves in producing
good engineering is, I suppose,
blood.
I first got the speed bug as
young man.In the early 1920s I
raced on a Norton motorcycle

Yes, indeed! You can buyit

of fun and gained a lot of knowledge.

In those almost pioneer days of the

internal combustion engine there were
not many of us prepared to have a go.

It was then that I got the fever for high

_ Ask the old handsor

speed, a costly and dangerous malady,

andit has been with me eversince.

Le
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‘Cc. A. V.’, my beloved father, had
really shown me the way. He had cut

in business on his own. He went into
mechanical and electrical engineering

and, as you know,he built up a wonderful name.
It was from him, I imagine, that my
deep-rooted interest in engineering
stemmed. Among other things, he in-

vented the self-starter which is one of
the biggest boonsto the motorist today.
BACKGROUND TO RACING
In turn I stepped off on my own and
built my car-component business. This
is the background to my constantly
growing activities in motor racing. It
translated my commercial interests into
a hobby I very much enjoy.
After World War II there emerged

the B.R.M. project. I saw it would

Farina in the Thin Wall Special during the Formula Libre Race of the 1953 British Grand Prix
Meeting, when he set up the Silverstone Circuit record of 100.16 m.p.h.
Re

SEER

follow the ‘leading’ drivers!
Theyall say

BERRIFARSI

a very
myself
in the

T.T.racesin the Isle of Man.I had lot

NOW

ALCOHOL FOR ENGINE POWER!

in my

adrift from the family stockbroking
concern in the City and branched off

Your

Wisest

Choice

for top performance,

luxurious comfort
and value...

Compare the performance of the Pathfinder, its 110 brake horse power,
its top speed of well over 100 m.p.h. Compare the roominess,
it seats six at their ease yet it will go into the average garage. Compare
the advanced design of suspension— torsion bars at the front

and coil springs at the rear. The power assisted brakes, the floor-level
right hand gear change that is such a delight to use,
compareall that the Pathfinder offers and then compare the price.
You'll agree that Riley is your wisest choice

provide, if properly handled, a brilliant

opportunity to weld the car engineering
skill of this country into an integral

unit, so that Britain might have a Grand
Prix car to challenge the world.

I threw in mucheffort, along with

many of my friends, to make it a
success. We failed for reasons beyond

our control. When we could see that

the original B.R.M. project could be
nothing but a gigantic flop I pulled

out and began to think again.
By now [ hadresolvedthatif I wanted
to achieve anything in this direction I
would have to start again. And with

new ideas. So from Italy I bought the
best car engineering vehicle that could be
found and set to work improvingit.
The success of my 44-litre unsupercharged Thinwall Special was both

encouraging and stimulating. It still
holds the official unlimited class lap
record at Silverstone and the car, an
old relic in motor racing today, served
its purpose.
MECHANICAL PRECISION

With knowledge from rebuilding and
racing the Thinwall Special I engaged in
producing my own Vanwall Grand Prix
cars—first with a 2-litre engine, then as
a 21-litre, and now as a 2}-litre, racing

car.

And however they behave today I
shall not be dismayed. For I am con-

vinced we shall make them even better.

The Vanwalls represent my interest

in motor racing concisely. As an engin-

eer [ am always fascinated by mechanisms made with precision. The racing

THREE STAGES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE VANWALL
merry

ae

pe

1 The first Vanwall. This car

of 2 litres capacity
took part in the

1954 Daily Express
Trophy Race, with
Alan Brown at the
wheel

2 By the time of
the 1954 British
G.P. the Vanwall
had been modified
to 2} litres, and was

The Brilliant

driven in that race
by Peter Collins

PATHFINDER
B.M.C.Service in Europe—Riley
owners planning a Continental
Tourare invited to see their Riley
Dealerfordetails ofa free service Md)
to save foreign currency.

RILEY MOTORSLTD, Sales Division, COWLEY, OXFORD

London Showrooms: RILEY CARS, 55-56 PALL MALL, S.W.1
Overseas Business: Nuffield Exports Ltd., Oxford and 41 Piccadilly, London, W.1
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Mike Hawthorn

at speed in the

24-litre Vanwall in
the 1955 Daily Express Trophy Race.
Note the changesin
body design

motor car—for me the Vanwall—is
this mechanism displayed in a manner
in which you can see it perform—in

particular challenge to our engineering

Your tool-makers are for ever being
asked to produce new parts, your
suppliers of the bought-out components
are constantlyfailing to deliver on time,
your small band of research engineers

spirited and

night that their loyalty only sustains
them.
CONTINENTAL RIVALRY
And when you think you have got

action at high speed.
With so many recent past failures of
British cars, motor racing is today a
skill. And it is a challenge that I wholeheartedly accept.
But the road is strewn with pitfalls.
You build up from scratch a high-

sensitive thoroughbred

like a Grand Prix car, and find that a

NOT ONLYExideplates with
CB9Salloygridssolong-lived
that they needed a longerlasting separator.

NOT ONLY Porvicmicroporousplastic separators, virtually everlasting in battery
service.
BUTALSO container built
of Hard Rubber—tough and
shock-resistant to outlast Exide
plateslivingtheir full life insulated

to anew peak. No standard car battery like this has

foreign competitors a good clean battle

Still keeps goin:ig

on all the circuits in the international
calendar.
Success would bring back to this

whenthe rest have
stopped
ENGINE OF THE VANWALL

Head-on view (above) shows the layout of the
2-litre version in the 1954 model. The side
view (below) shows the 2}-litre engine embodied in the 1955 Vanwall

ene
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and the streamlined body right, you
hear that your Continental challengers
have gone onestage further. So you set
to workagainto find more horse power,
more speed, better road holding.
These difficulties are not, of course,
confined to me alone. Every enthusiast
whoseeks to produce a fast and sound
racing car runs into similar trouble.
But to a lesser degree, I would say, on

caps, is that some British Grand Prix
cars will at last emerge to give our

I
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been made before—not even by Exide]

From your garage
OF

the chassis and the brakes and the engine

heads have been working at these
problems longer than we have.
Noris the thing settled at this stage.
There is the further riddle of finding
willing and well experienced drivers
who have confidence in yourefforts.
But my hope,in spite of these handi-

Recentdiscoveries, fully utilisedfor improvement in
the Silver Exide, raise performance andlengthoflife

PRODUCT

and mechanics work so hard into the

the Continent where shrewd andtrained.

by Porvic separators.

A

hundred and one small things do not
match up or they go wrong.

CHLORIDE

at no extra cost
BATTERIES

LIMITED
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country lost prestige and it would provide first-class motor sport. I should be
happyif I have the luck to win a Grand
Prix, for it would repay all the effort I
have put into this project and it would

provide a reward for all the people who
have helped.

why YOU
a motorist
should drink

LUCOZADE

Yes - but for a

CLOSE SHAVE IN COMFORT
you want PHILISHAVE

Becauseit replaces lost energy

ROTARY ACTION!

You needthat!

Becauseit refreshes — deliciously

Nodoubtaboutit, the ‘Philishave’—the
shaver with Rotary Action — gives you

You need that!

a better shave all round. It’s comfortable

Because it stimulates the appetite

to use—noafter-shave soreness. It’s quick.
Andit gives a really close shave.
You see, the ‘Philishave’s’ exclusive
shaving head gently stretches your skin, so
that every hair stands upright. Then the
famous Rotary Action removes every
bristle, whatever its angle of growth,right

You need that!

|

down at skin level. No wonder the
‘Philishave’ is the dry shaver with the
biggest annual world sale!

igteeacabls

value at only
£7.14.2 (Tax Paid).

Complete with case.

Dual voltage 110/130
and 200/250 v. AC/DC.
So the Standard ‘Philishave’

can be usedpractically anywhere

—but there's a flashlamp battery

model you can use absolutely anywhere |

PHILISAWE

THE

Philips

SHAVER

Electrical

WITH

Ltd., Century

ROTARY
72

Avenue. W.C.2

doing it than with Lucozade. Lucozade is unique for it
contains glucose blended so carefully with over seventyfive different flavouring ingredients that it is acceptable
underail circumstances. With a few bottles in the car you
are never without a delicious source of energy. Even the
weakest stomach won’treject it—and if you have children
with you, they'll love it.

LUCOZADE the sparkling glucose dink
REPLACES

ACTION

House, Shaftesburv

|

Wheneverenergy hasto be replaced there’s nofiner way of

LOST

ENERGY
royds 166/6

(Pss93)
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THE 9th R.A.C. BRITISH GRAND PRIX
90 Laps

SILVERSTONE JULY 14 1956

-

Approx. 270 Miles

and big supporting events
International
DAILY

SPORTS

EXPRESS

CAR

RACE

International
DAILY

EXPRESS

TOURING

PRODUCTION

CAR

RACE

A full day’s racing of international importance. You will see Europe’s finest
drivers and latest cars at Silverstone—Britain’s premier circuit.
Ae Britain’s one and only race

this year it has unique attractions.

For the first time since the series
was inaugurated nine years ago, a
win by a British driver in a British

car is a sober possibility, if the
latest Connaught and B.R.M.designs
fulfil the promise that high technical

DAILY EXPRESS, Fleet Street, London, E.C. 4

Please send the following tickets:
..PITS GRANDSTAND
. SOUTH GRANDSTAND

to the Blue Riband of speed.

So it's a_daten... The R:A.C,

It’s true that, as arrangements stand
at present, this camp is pinning its
main hopes on foreign drivers; but
fans with a pride in British engineering skill wouldn’t begrudge France

. ABBEY GRANDSTAND

British Grand Prix, jointly presented

.-GRANDSTAND CAR PARK

for the fourth time by the British

or the U.S. their share of the credit
if Maurice Trintignant or Harry

Schell were to win in a Vanwall.
Then there is something else that
makes July 14 a red-letter day in an
enthralling season of motor racing.
For the first time ever, by any
tealistic reckoning, Britain has a

30/25/25/10/-

EACH
EACH
EACH
EACH

"(2/6 Motor Cycles)

Racing Drivers’ Club and the Daily
Express,. .. . Silverstone, July 14th.
Fill in and post the order form on
the opposite page without delay, or
make yourreservation today at one

I enclose remittance of £
3
§
together with stamped
envelope.
(Please make cheques, etc., payable to the Daily Express.)

Booking Booths, situated at :—

NAME.

* Thebridge by the PITS GRANDSTAND

ADDRESS".

of the three Grand Prix Advance

* SOUTH GRANDSTANDentrance
* ABBEY GRANDSTANDentrance
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To GRAND PRIX OFFICE,

step-up for Stirling on the hard road

authorities see in them.
Failing that—whatprice Vanwall?

|

|
|

|

|
|

own this year—Stirling Moss, And.
for this country’s speed-lovers, the
Grand Prix at Silverstone offers the
season’s sole opportunity for watching Moss race for precious points.
If his Maserati wins, disappointmentat the failure of an English car
to break the Continental spell will
be mitigated by rejoicing over a

ing, the R.A.C. British Grand Prix
always has a special glamour. But

!

potential World Champion of her

with World Championship rank-

--‘ALL-IN’ CAR TICKET - 25/--COACH AT £9

10s.

0d.

se

TS.

: The Racing Nations
pot

Oy

DENNIS MAY

4

4

a plum and forthwith decide that this
country, or that country, or the other

here on this
exclusively by
series’ first two
of course, put

nation’ in motor racing. But it isn’t,
you know.
For a start, of course, you have to
be clear in your mind whatconstitutes

By comparison with that imposing
show, Germany’s two-title total, covering 1954 andlast year, looks small beer
—until you take the German ratio of

question of drivers or cars?
Andif it hinges mainly on cars, what
kind of cars count most in your book?
Is a win in one of the great sports-car

that

C- ought to be easy, you’d think, to

stick in your thumb and pull out

one, was what has been called ‘top

this top-nationhood. Is it primarily a

CADBURY?S win the speed record.
Now 4 Times quicker. For sheer speed, you can’t beat Cadbury’s
Drinking Chocolate. A quick sprinkle. A lightning stir. And
Bob’s your uncle. The mostdelicious of chocolate drinks
is ready and waiting for you! So don’t forget.
The next time you want a luxurious drink
and you’re racing against time
get out the Cadbury’s Drinking Chocolate.

classics—Le Mansor the Mille Miglia

or the Tourist Trophy—worth more or
less than say a British Grand Prix
victory here at Silverstone?
For want of a better springboard
into the quicksands of controversy, let’s

take a look at the score to date in the
World Championship for drivers.
This series, decided on the results

of the Grandes Epreuves, was inaugurated in 1950, so that gives us six seasons
to go on. Judged by the ‘personal’
yardstick, it’s honours-even between
Italy and the Argentine; on the one
hand, two titles to the late Alberto
Ascari (1952 and °53) and one to Dr.
G. Farina; on the other, a triple crown
for the phenomenal Juan Fangio—

Re TUS ae)

Ai]

Chocolate

IT’S BEING SERVED HERE AND NOW
Go to thered or yellow car parks

and you'll find Cadbury's Drinking Chocolate
being served from the van.

CADBURY’S DRINKING CHOCOLATE
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and °53.

circuit?) were driven
the Champions in the
seasons. And Ferraris,
Ascari on top in 1952

bids-to-wins into account. Remember
Mercedes-Benz,

who

mounted

Fangio in all but one of the points-

scoring 1954 events, and the whole
shootlast year, only covered two seasons
of Grand Prix racing. And that, by any
sort of arithmetic, is 100 per cent success.
Hundred per cent? Yes, in terms of
machinery. But nought per cent, ironically enough, by the driver reckoning.
Accidents of birth have produced
some odd kettles offish in the post-war
era of motor racing. Mama Nature,
with her flair for rough justice, seems

to abhor the idea of bestowing a superabundance of both technical skill and
driving virtuosity on any one country,
at any one time.
Consider Western Germany. Here is
a nation with an acknowledged genius
for engineering in all its forms. Not
surprisingly, in view of the margque’s
unsurpassed record, Mercedes’ modern
Grand Prix racer proves a_ worldbeater. Andyet, in spite of a supposedly
favourable ‘climate’ for the development
of supermen drivers, Germany has to
go beyond herfrontiers for men worthy
of the Stuttgart metal; to South

1951, °54 and °55.

SUCCESSFUL CARS

But take cars as your index of per-

formance, and what do you find? Italy
decisively on top, with a four-to-one
tilt in her favour against Germany.
Italian Alfa Romeos (remember the
deafening, dazzling Types 158 and 159

America for the flawless Fangio, to

77

England for the almost equally superb

DOUBLE DUTY,
TWICE THE FUN!

Moss. In 1955, no German member of
the Mercedes team scored a win atall
in a Championship race.
Allalong theline, the story is hopping
with such curiosities. Argentina, which
virtually has no automobile industry
of its own, breeds giants like Fangio,

Gonzalez and Mieres.

Britain, whose car industry has turned

its back on Grand Prix racing, comes
up with maestri like Moss, Hawthorn,
Collins, and now Brooks.

SEARCH FOR DRIVERS
Italy, where the average motorist
drives harder and faster than anywhere

else in Europe, andestablishments such
as Ferrari and Maserati are perman-

ently up to their armpits in advanced
racing projects.can’t find enough natives

to man her Grand Prix cars, and grate-

£415 plus purchase tax
roma ite wall
tyres. over-riders and
chromium rimfinishers available as extras

ee
.

The versatile

fully turns to Britain for a supply of
young speedmen.

France, which boasted an evergreen
Old Guarduntil fatal crashes tragically
robbed her of J. P. Wimmile and
Raymond Sommer, today has just one

real forefronter to her name—little
Jean Behra (unless we also count Harry

Schell; his licence is French but he’s

American-born). And France, which

soared to the ‘top nation’ perch in the
era of Bugatti and Talbot and Delage

supremacy, today hasn’t a fullydeveloped G.P. car of her own to offer
her mid-century generation of drivers.

Smart, comfortable, economical, fast and safe, the
Hillman Husky is a new conceptin cars... Saloon and
Estate Car

combined, ultra-styled but as tough as they’re made...
loads of room forchildren, pets, luggage, shopping .. .

plus up to 40 miles pergallon!

A

PRODUCT OF

TRY IT TO-DAY!

THE

ROOTES

GROUP

ROOTES

London Showrooms & Export Division: Devonshire House Piccadill
y London W.1
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SILVERSTONE’S IMPORTANCE
But measure a nation’s racing stature
as you will, by men or by motor cars,
one thing is sure. The countries that

count can’t leave Silverstone out of
their campaigns. This circuit has been

and will be Britain’s No. 1 theatre
for the international élite.
In the Daily Express Trophy of
1950. the veteran Farina, who won for
Alfa Romeo, gave an unforgettable

foretaste of the form which was to

bring him the first World Championship title in the book.

Tt was here in 1951 that Froilan

Gonzalez, from Argentina, scored the
Grand Prix victory whereby Ferrari at

last turned the tables on Alfa Romeo.
The following year, with his feet on
the ladder which would take him to
79

two successive championships, Ascari

(Ferrari) rang in a two-year interlude
of Formula I Grands Prix with a

resounding win at a fraction over ‘90’.
The 1953 Daily Express Trophy, won
by Mike Hawthorn, was thefirst really
important prize to fall to the Ferrari

cadet whose name was to become an

international byword.
Andlast, but far from least, it was”
on this course, a year ago, that the
flying Jack Fairman’s Connaught gave

the first insight into the possibilities of
a chassis which later made motor racing
history at Syracuse.

SPEEDMEN OF FOUR COUNTRIES

All Change...
and As You Were?

Profiles of some of today’s personalities, fea turing drivers who have changed
their marques this season and others who race again for their 1955 stables

All Change...

Mercedes’ withdrawal from racing throws
JUAN FANGIO,the reigning World Cham-

pion, straight into the arms of Ferrari,

against whom he has raced in previous
years. The Daily Express Trophy is one
of the few important European races that
this great Argentinian has yet to win. In
March he shared the victorious Ferrari
with Eugenio Castellotti in the Sebring
12-Hours Race in Florida.
e

DESMONDTITTERINGTONistackling this
circuit in a Connaught for the first time
today. At this meeting a year ago, Titterington, an Ulsterman, finished third for
Jaguar in the Touring Carrace and sharedin
the Manufacturers’ Team Prize.
e

Frenchman
MAURICE TRINTIGNANT,
former driver of Gordini and Ferrari cars is
probably France’s most experienced top
liner. He has been in the gamefor over 23
years. Now he makes his contribution to
the Entente Cordiale by handling a British
Vanwall in today’s Trophy Race.
e

S WEDNESDAYS ONE SHILLING
80

TONY BROOKS, the only Briton to win
a Continental Grand Prix on a British car
for more than thirty years (remember his
magnificent Syracuse victory last October ?),
has now switched from Connaught to
B.R.M. Brooksis also a first-class sports car
driver and in today’s event hewill be at the
wheel of a 1484 c.c. Lotus-Connaught

MIKE HAWTHORN,formerly Britain’s gift
to the Ferrari and Ferrari-Lancia strength,
today wi | makehisfirst B.R.M. appearanceat
Silverstone, after experience with the car
at both Goodwood and Aintree. We wish
him better luck than he had when making
his B.R.M. debut at Easter; that time, the
car left the road and overturned in a cloud
of dust. At 27, the fair-haired Hawthorn is
still the only Englishman to have won a
Continental Grand Epreuve since the war.
Dapper ARCHIE SCOTT-BROWN, 1956
recruit to the Connaught works team,is a
Scotsman and a bachelor. Archie sensationally ‘held’ Moss for 15 Goodwood laps at
Easter, and at Aintree in last month’s ‘200’
onlyrelinquished the lead when his engine
failed.
M. Trintignant

Tony Brooks

f

|
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PETER COLLINS, from Kidderminster,
Worcs., last year scooped the Daily Express
Trophy in an Italian Maserati, and today
will try to repeat the performance in a
works Ferrari. He recently scored a brilliant

success by winning Sicily’s fabulous Giro di
Sicilia, run over a single enormous lap of
theisland, at the record speed of 65.86 m.p.h.

KEEPS THE LEADERS

ingham, has driven most makes in his time,

but this will be his first Silverstone event at
the wheel of an Italian Ferrari (his mount
for the sports car race). Ken has won
four successive hill-climb Championships
of Britain.
e

This is RON FLOCKHART’Sfirst season ina
Jaguar cockpit. A native of Edinburgh, Ron
is one of the operational Scots in the Ecosse
stable to-day. His previous sports car racing
experience has included Aston Martins and

Austin Healeys, while in the Formula Libre
he formerly drove the 500 h.p. supercharged
B.R.M. for its makers.
e

The dark bespectacled ALAN BROWNfrom
Guildford, Surrey, is the Sassenach member
of the Ang‘o-Scottish team which handles
the Ecurie Ecosse in the Sports Car
Race. Brown is in his thirties and married.
This makeshis first Silverstone drive on a
Jaguar. He began his racing career at the
500 c.c. level about six years ago.

As You Were...

from ‘500s’. Ivor is a Londoner but now
operates from Cheltenham. He was lucky
to escape without serious injury when his
Cooper capsized during the recent British
Empire Trophy Race.

Twice in past Daily Express Trophy
Races—1953 and last year—popular ROY
SALVADORI has eaten nobody’s dust but
the winner’s. In the 1955 race moreover he
proved himself as fast as the fastest by tieing
with the winner, Peter Collins, for a record
lap at 98.48 m.p.h. Roy has probably won
more races on Maserati than any other
Briton.

HYDRAULIC BRAKES - DAMPERS and

chassis engineering

CIRLING,

In the sporting world

WheyOutCbwcced

GIRLING LIMITED
KINGS ROAD TYSELEY
BIRMINGHAM 11

®

A citizen of the world, HERBERT MACKAY
FRASER was born and raised in Connecticut and afterwards made successive homes
in Wyoming, California, Brazil and London.
He raced on various English circuits towards
the end of last season, but this will be his
first Silverstone appearance.

e

As well as being a consistently successful
driver, COLIN CHAPMANis also a brilliant
engineer and designer. He builds the Lotus,
one of the most advanced of the world’s
sports-racing cars. Making his U.S. debut,
Chapmanrecently led his class in the 12-hour
marathonat Sebring until electrical trouble
enforced his retirement.

e

V. W. DERRINGTON, proprietor of the
well-known Kingston-on-Thames ‘speed

shop’ that bears his name, is a veteran of

motoring sport and a member ofthe diminishing band whose celebrity dates back to
pre-war days. As he will demonstrate in
today’s Touring Car event, faster Ford
Consuls than his don’t grow on every tree!
(Continued on page 83)

e

Co-winner with Hawthorn of last year’s
Le Mans ‘24’, the Blue Riband of European
sports car racing, IVOR BUEBis oneof the
manystars of the big league who graduated

bs Aueet?
r

wre othe

yp AWhek,

Favourite West-Endrendezvous for motor sporting enthusiasts. Bar, Restaurant.
Write orcall the Secretary, 2a Brick Street, London, W.1. Tel.: HYD 9692
82
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GIRLING
SERVICE

Ron Flockhart

Forty-year-old KEN WHARTON, who
ownsa garage business at Smethwick, Birm-

JOAKIM BONNIER, the Swede, is one of

Scandinavia’s all too rare migrants to the
British race circuits. We wish him better
luck than he had at Oulton Park last month
when gearbox trouble on his Maserati
rationed him to three forward speeds.
es

GEORGE WICKEN from Maidstone, Kent,
is one of the veterans of half-litre racing
and stars consistently on his home track,
Brands Hatch. It was there that he recently
wonthe first round of the seasonal contest
for the coveted Sporting Record Trophy,
driving a Cooper.

e

REG PARNELL,drives both familiar and
unfamiliar cars today. He has for instance
a wealth of Aston Martin experience behind
him, but is a newcomer to the German
Borgward on which hecontests the Touring
Car event. As the top-placed driver in the
only Daily Express Trophy Race which had
no official winner (the rain-deluged 1951
event) he will be making all-out efforts at
the wheel of a Connaught to attain equal
ranking with the three official British
winners that the series has produced—
Macklin, Hawthorn and Collins.

-

4

a

P
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Reg Parnell and Stirling Moss

few East Anglians to figure prominently in
modern racing. Tough and thickset, he has
an aggressive way with him at the wheel
that has earned him a multitude of fans. Jim
began racing in 1952 and the cars on his
dossier range all the way from little ‘500s’
to a supercharged 3-litre Maserati.
Photographs taken at this meeting
by Daily Express Staff photographers
are available for private use at the
following rates:—
6” x 4” 8” x 6” 10” x 8”

Glossy
Matt

2/6
-

316

46

5I-

6I-

Please apply, with full details of
photographs required, to:-Fhoto Sales
Lepartment, London Express News &
Feature services, 41/42, shoe Lane,

e

Thirty-three-year-old JIM RUSSELL from
Downham Market, Norfolk, is one of the

London, E.6.4.
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Results

Previous

1949

ESCORT £414
Plus P.T. £208.70,

brloausandletsure

TWO FORD ‘5-STAR’ SPACEWAGONS

THE TROPHY RACE—30 LAPS
2nd:
A. Ascari (Ferrari) 89.58 m.p.h.
1st:
G. Farina (Maserati). 3rd: L. Villoresi (Ferrari).
PRODUCTION CAR RACE—25 LAPS
L. Johnson
ist:
GENERAL CATEGORY:
2nd: P. D. C. Walker
(Jaguar) 82.80eh
(Jaguar). 3rd: N. Culpan (Frazer-Nash). CLASS
Over 2,500 c.c—ist: L. Johnson
RESULTS:

(Jaguar)

82.80

m.p.h.

1,501—2,500

N. Culpan (Frazer-Nash) 81.73 m.p.h.

c.c.—Ist:

Up to

1,500 c.c.—1st: E. Thompson (H.R.G.) 70.89 m.p.h.

MANUFACTURERS’ TEAM PRIZE:

Ist:

HEALEY.

Drivers: A. P. R. Rolt, Louis Chiron, T. H. Wisdom.
500 c.c. RACE—10 LAPS
1st:
E. Brandon (Cooper) 79.61 m.p.h. 2nd:

S. Moss (Cooper). 3rd: R. Dryden (Cooper).

1950
i

THE TROPHY RACE—325 L,
ah 2nd:
G. Farina (Alfa Romeo) 90.16 m.p.
Fangio (Alfa Romeo).
3rd: P. Whitehead

deerrar

PRODUCTION CAR RACE—380 LAPS
GENERAL CATEGORY: ist: A. Ascari (Ferrari)
3rd:
2nd: D. Serafini ean
eZ m.p-h.
. C. Walker Gaeuar) cuN S RESULTS:
Walker (Gaguar)
P.
Poe "3,000 c.e.—Ist:
. Hamilton
81.88 m.p.h. 2,001-3,000 c. ae

(Healey) 79.92 m.p.h. ele2,000 c.c.—1st: A.
Ascari (Ferrari) 83.72 m.
1,101-1,500 ¢.c.—
1st: G. A. Ruddock (H.. R.B) 71.78 m4 p.h. Up to

1,100 ¢.c-—Ist:

J. M. Sparrowe (Morgan) 68.28

m.p.h. MANUFACTURERS’ ‘TEAM pe 1st: JAGUAR,
Drivers: P. D. C. Walker, A. P. R. Rolt, L. G.

Johnson.

500 c.c. RACE—10 LAPS
2nd: R.
S. Moss (Cooper) 79.87 m.p.h.
ist:
3rd: A. J. Bottoms (J.B.S.).
Sommer (Cooper).

¥

1951

Plus P.T., £223.17.0

SEE THESE CARS AT YOUR FORD DEALER’S

‘THE TROPHY RACE
Abanoned at the 6th Lap, Ist: R. Parpell (Thinwall
Special Ferrari) 6 laps in 16 min. 48 sec. 2nd:
Po Hamiton (Talbot). 3rd:J. Fangio (Alfa
Romeo).
PRODUCTIONCAR 1-HOUR RACE
GENERAL, CATEGORY: Ist S. Moss (Gauuar)
84.50 mm,
She GB Dodson Gaguane. Sed:
Boo Ec (Rrazer-Nash), CLASS RESULT
GoesF000 ce tsa, S. Moss (Jaguar) 84.50 m-p.
c.c-—Ist: R. Parnell (Aston Mai
9,001-3,000
81.42 m.p.h. 1,501-2,000 c.c.—1st: T. A. D. Crook

ANGLIA de Luxe ......8882 Pius P.T. £192. 7.0
PREFECT.....

eee £395 Plus P.T. £198 .17.0

1,101-1,500 c.c.—sti

R. W.Jacobs (M.G.) 72.66 m.p.h.751-,=1,100ee
1st:
M. Sparrowe (Morgan) 63.90 m.p-h. Up to
750 c.c—1st: G. Wilkins (Panhard) 63.15 m.p-h.
MANUFACTURERS’ TEAM PRIZE:
Div. I: (Up to

2,000

c.c.)—Ast:

FRAZER-NASH.

Drivers: F. R.

Gerard, E. Winterbottom, D. Clarke.
Div. IT
(Over 3,000 c.c.)—Ist: JAGUAR. Drivers: S. Moss,
G. Johnson, P. D. C. Walker.

500 c.c, RACE—15 LAPS
ist: E. Brandon (Coopet) 78.19 m.p.h.
‘A. Brown (Cooper). 3rd: C. Lones(Iota).

2nd:

1952

POPULAR cssvsseseeeses-£275 Plus P.T. £138.17.0

ANGLIA ..................£860 Plus P.T. £181. 7.0

(Frazer-Nash) 83.63 m.p-h.

NEW CONSUL......... £520 Plus P.T. £261. 7.0
NEW ZEPHYR......... £580 Plus P.T. £291. 7.0
NEW ZODIAC...

£645 Plus P.T. £323.17.0

..and ford Senice too/

PREFECT de Luxe......€420 Plus P.T. £211. 7.0

86089 ‘S-STAR’ MOTORING

‘hebest at lowest cost

FORD MOTOR COMPANY LIMITED * DAGENHAM
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84.02 m.p.h.
2nd: R. Parnell (Aston Mao
3rd:
_G_E. Abecassis (Aston Martin)
_CLASS
RESULT!
Oeer 3,000 onan
. cas
(Jaguar) 84.02 m.
3
Parnell (Aston, Mar in) 83.Mw Se 1,501- o
¢.c.—ist: R. Salvadori (Frazer-Nash) 80.33 m.p.h.
101-1,500 c.c.—\st: F. C. Davis (Cooper-M.G.)

THE TROPHY RACE—85 LAPS
1st: L. Macklin (H.W.M.) 85.41 m.p.h.
2nd:
A. P. R. Rolt (H.W.M.). 3rd: E. de Graffenried

(Maserati).

17 care
TOURING CAR RAC!
(Jaguar)
GENERAL CATEGORY.
3rd:
75.22 m.p-h. 2nd: K. W
S. H. Alisrd (Allard), CLA‘
3,000 c.c.—ist: S. Moss(Jagu:
000c.
13: a Wharton (Healey). 1,501-2, 000" eae.
D. Crook (Bristol), 1 OF 1,500
T.
R. &. Jacobs (M.G
M
A *TURERS'
PrIzE: st: BRISTOL.
i
. A. D. Crook,
R. Salvadori, P. B. Buckle
SPORTS CAR RACE—17 LAPS
GENERAL CATEGORY: ist: 5. Moss (Jaguar)

75.85 m.p.h MANUFACTURERS’ TEAM PRIZE: Ist:
ASTON MARTIN.
Drivers: R. Parnell, G.
E.

‘Abecassis, L. Macklin.

- RACE—15 LAPS
1st: S. Lewis.
8 (Cooper) 72.40 m.p-h. 2nd:
A. Brown (Cooper). 3rd: S. Moss (Kieft).
RACE OF THE CHAMPIONS—5 LAPS
1st: S. Moss 79.83 m.p.h. 2nd: E. de Graffenried.
3rd: P. Pietsch (all driving Jaguars).

(Continued on page 89)

87

1

Previous

Results (continued)
19583

THE TROPHY RACE—385 LAPS

ist: J. M Hawthorn (Ferrari) 92.29 m.p.h. 2nd:

R. Salvadori (Connaught). 3rd: A. P. R. Rolt
(Connaught).
SPORTS CAR RACE—17 LAPS

GENERAL CATEGORY: 1st: J. M. Hawthorn
(Ferrari) 88.55 m.p.h. 2nd: T. L. H. Cole (Rerrari
3rd:
R. Parnell (Aston Martin).
‘LASS
RESULTS: Over 3,000 c.c.—ist: J. M. Hawthorn
(Ferrari) 88.55 m.p.h. 2,001—8,000 c.c.—1st: R.
Parnell (Aston Martin) 87.34 m.p.h.
101-2,000

a

,

‘A. Brown (Cooper) 84.61 m.p-h. 1,101.—ist F. C. Davis (Cooper-M.G.) 79.33.

m.p.h. MANUFACTURERS’ TEAM PRIZE:

1st: FERRART.

Drivers: J. M. Hawthorn, T. L. H. Cole, R. Baird.

TOURING CAR RACE—17 LAPS
GENERAL CATEGORY: 1st: S. Moss (Jaguar)
74.42 m.p.h. 2nd: G. M. Grace (Riley). 3rd:
C. G. H. F. Dunham (Alvis). CLASS RESULTS:

Over 3,000 c.c.—I1st: S. Moss (Jaguar) ie42 m.p.h.

(No otherfinisher). 2,001-3, poneC.6.—!
H.
Grace (Riley) 72.7 m,‘p.h. ‘ly 50.
P. B. Buckley (Bristol) 69.38 m.p
1,101-1,
¢.c.—1st: R. W. Jacobs (M.G.) 65. tf m.p-h. 750—
1, Look c.c.—Ist: G. Wilkins (Dyna-Spaaidl) 62.95

m.p.h.

MANUFACTURERS’ TEAM PRI

1st: RILEY.

Drivers: G. Gelberg, A. P. O. Rogers,G.H.Grace.
500 c.c,. RACE—15 LAP!
ist: D. Parker (Kieft) 84.34 aris 2nd: R. G.
Bicknell (Staride). 3rd: E. Brandon (Cooper).

1954
1st:

THE TROPHY RACE—35 LAPS
J. F. Gonzalez (Ferrari) 92.78 m.ph.

2nd:

J. Behra (Gordini). 3rd: A. Simon (Gordini).

SPORTS CAR RACE—17 LAPS
GENERAL CATEGORY: st: J. F. Gonzalez
(Ferrari) oog m.p-h. 2nd: G. Abecassis (H.W.M.
-Jaguar).
P. D. Walker (Jaguar). CLASS
RES ors. Over 3,000
c.c.—1st: J. F. Gonzalez
(Ferrari) 83.08 m.p.h. 2nd:
G. Abecassis (H.W.M.-

Jaguar). 3rd: P. D. Walker (Jaguar). 2,001-3,000
c.e.—1st: R. F. Salvadori (Aston Martin) 79.93
m.p-h, 2nd: P. J. Collins (Aston Martin). 3rd:
A. G. Whitehead (Aston Martin). 1,501-2,000 c.
ist: A, Brown
pacoerBeistol) 79.22 m.p.h.
H. H. Gould (Kieft-Bristol). 3rd: T. A. D. Crook
(Cooper-Bristol).
1,101-1,500 ¢.c.—\st:_ A. C. B.
Chapman (Lotus) 76.42 m.ph. 2nd: J. Coombs
(Connaught).
3rd:
. D. Gammon (Lotus).

MANUFACTURERS’ "TEAM PRIZE: Ist: ECURIE ECOS‘

"++ @ Superlative plug
Every DAVID BROWN ASTON MARTIN
is fitted with

KLG

TEAM OF JAGUARS.
Drivers: P. D. Walker,
Stewart, N. Sanderson.

Mattos (Ford) 65.91 m. P h. 2nd: J. Tilling or.
ward). Neeh d Dates 1,101-1,500 c.c.—1st: R.
Jacobs (M.G.) 66.77 m.p.| h. 2nd: J.E. Ge leon

(orgward). ee W.G. Wright (Jowett Javelin).

Up to 1,100 c.c.—ist: C. A. S. Brooks (Auto-Union
D.. K.W:) 64.15 m.p.h.
2nd: "A. T. Foster (Morris
Minor). 3rd: D. S. Done (Standard). _MANvu-

FACTURERS’ 'TEAM PRIZE:

1st:

JAGUAR.

I. Appleyard, A. P. R. Rolt, S. Moss.

Drivers:

500 c.c. RACE—15 LAPS
4st: S. Moss (Cooper) 84.21 m.p.h. 2nd: L
Leston (Cooper). 3rd: J. Russell (Cooper).

2955

THE TROPHY RACE—60 LAPS
1st: P. J. Collins (Maserati) 90.94 m.p.h. 2nd:
R. F. Salvadori (Maserati). 3rd: B. Bira (Maserati).
SPORTS CAR RACE—40 LAPS
GENERAL CATEGORY: ist: _R, Parnell (Aston
Martin) 93.58 m.p.h.
2nd:_R. F. Salvadori (Aston
Martin), Grd;
P-R. Rolt (Jaguar), CLASS
RESULTS: Over’ 3,000'c.
A.
R. Rolt
(Jaguar) 92.98 m.
Sea er MC tiarthocn
(Jaguar). 3rd: J. D. Hamilton’ (Jaguar). 2,0013,000 c.c.—1st: “R. Parnell (Aston Martin) 93.58
m.p.h. 2nd: R, F. Salvadori (Aston Martin).
3rd: B.J. Collins (Aston Martin). 1,501-2,000 c.c—
ist: C. A. S. Brooks (Frazer-Nash) 87.81 m
2nd: ‘I. A. D. Crook (Cooper Bristol). 3rd: A.
Moore (Lister-Bristol). Up to 1,500 c.c.—1st: I. L.
Bueb (Cooper) 88.43 m.p.h. "2nd: L. Leston
(Connaught). 3rd: K. McAlpine (Connaught).
MANUFACTUR

Drivers:
Walker

sparking plugs

TOURING CAR RACE—17 LAPS
GENERAL CATEGORY: _Ist:_ I. Appleyard
Glaguar) 75.55 mup.h. 2nd: APR. Rolt (Jaguar).
(E'S. Moss Uaguar). CLASS RESULTS: Over
$000 eI I. Appleyard (Jaguar) 75.55 m.p.h.
APR. Roit Gaguar),, 3rd: S, Moss (Jaguan)
POnt3.000 cist Re Parnell, (Daimler). 73.74
m.p.h’ 2nd: G. Abecassis (Daimler). 3rd: L
Sims (Riley), 1,501-2,000 c.c: ist: B. G. de

R.

TEAM PR

Parnell,

R.

ASTON MARTIN.

alvadori,

P.

D.

TOURING CAR RACE—25 LAPS
GENERAL CATEGORY:
M. Hawthorn

Qaguar) 78.92 m.p.h. 2nd: J. R. Stewart (Jaguar).

3rd:
D. Titterington
RESULTS: Over 3,000c.ce

(Jaguar).
CLAS:
J.M. Hawthorn

(Jaguar) 78.92 m.p-h. 2nd: J.
Stewart (Jaguar).
3rd: J. D. Titterington (Jaguar).
101-3,000 c.c.—
Ast: KX. Wharton (Ford) 76.18 m.p-h. 2nd: G. H.
Grace (Rile:
2,000 ¢.c,—\s'

3rd:
. O. Sims (Riley). 1,501T. A.D. Crook (Bristol) 74.67

m.p.h. 2nd: 'P. B. Buckley (Bristol). No third
pices 1,101-1,500 ae R. W.Jacobs (M.G.)
71.45 m.p.h, 3nd: A. 'T. Foster (M.G.) 3rd: J.
R. Waller (M.G.). Up. to 1,100 c.c.—ist: C. A. S.

‘W.) 67.66 m.p.h.

2nd:

_M. Burn

(D. K.W,).
R. Easton (Fiat). MANUFACTURERS’ TEAM PRIZE: 1st: JAGUAR. Drivers: J. M.
Hawthorn,J. R. Stewart, J. D. Titterington.
500 c.c. RACE—17 LAPS
1st: I. L. Bueb (Cooper) 86.96 m.p.h. 2nd: J.

Russell (Cooper). 3rd: $, Lewis-Evans (Cooper).

LAST YEAR’S TROPHY MEETING PRIZE-SIVING
Peter Collins

one of SMITHS accessories
Sor better motoring

SMITHS MOTOR AGCFSSORIES LTD., K.L.G. SALES DEPT., CRICKLEWOOD WORKS, LONDON, N.W.2
THE MOTOR ACCESSORY DIVISION OF S. SMITH & SONS (ENGLAND) LiMiTED
88

Ivor Bueb

Bill Lyons

David Brown

Reg Parnell

@lease
|

Note

Forthe general comfort of everybody, including yourself, please note :—
PARKING. Should yourcarbe in the front
row, nearest the Circuit, please leave it
where the Attendant has indicated, until
the Meeting is over.

DEPARTURE.
Police and Car Park
Attendants are here to facilitate your exit
from the Circuit quickly and safely after
the Meeting.
Please do your part and
drive slowly and carefully when leaving.
CONSIDERATION. Please avoid damage to
valuable crops and land in and around the
Circuit.
°
SAFETY. The banking in certain sections

of this Circuit has been erected for your

protection. It is forbidden to stand, sit or
climb on it.

INFORMATION.Results, commentaries and
other information will be announced on a

public address system installed around the

Circuit.

.
TRACK. All races are run in a clockwise
direction.
°
ANIMALS. Dogs and other animals are
not, in any circumstances, admitted to the
Circuit.
.

VIEWING.
The promoters reserve the
right to remove any small stands that may
be erected by spectators and which inter-

fere with the viewing and personal comfort
of other race-goers.

°
POST OFFICE. Forthe benefit of the public

a mobile post office is situated adjacent to
the Pits Grand Stand and the footbridge.

get off to a good start...

You have to be mighty quick to
catch the thrills of motor racing . . .
the famous personalities . . . the
streakirg cars.
Andfor thosesplit-second shots, you
need all the speed you can get in a
film that will give you clear, vivid
pictures. So load your camera with
Ilford HPS — andcarry some spares
in your pocket. HPS is made in

5

35 mm., 120, 620 and 127 sizes, and

it’s the fastest film in the world.

Louis Klemantaski took these fine pictures on Ilford HPSfilm,
using a 35 mm. camera. They will appearin his book “ Racing
Sports Cars”, to be published by Hamish Hamilton in June.

ILFORD FILMS FOR/FACES AND PLACES
best
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CONCRETE GARAGES

SINGLE GARAGES Available in widths

From £51 10s. or 10/3 weekly

LEAN-TO GARAGE Designedfor building on to the house or existing wall
width required only 8’. Rear door

available. From £55 or I1/- weekly
%*
*
>
*
%*

‘Up and Over’or hinged doors available
Easily erected > Sectional
Portable yet permanent
Fireproof and rotproof
Non-corrosive aluminium alloy bolts
andfittings

5 YEARS’ FREE FIRE INSURANCE
FREE DELIVERY ENGLAND & WALES
MULTIPLE GARAGES AVAILABLE
ATTRACTIVE DEFERRED TERMS

Certified
Net Sales

|

&Q

FOR EVERY CAR - AND EVERY SITE
Now with exclusive new roof design

of 8’ 3” or 11’; clear height of 6’ 3” or
7’ 9”, Extendible in Length.

Largest

Thirty-Third
Year of
Publication

Sendfor FREE illustrated Brochureto:
ERNEST BATLEY LIMITED, 110 Colledge Road, Holbrooks, Coventry

15-17 CITY ROAD LONDON, E.C.!
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British Automobile Racing Club, 55 Park Lane, W.I.

Grosvenor 4471-2

TIME AFTER TIME .

Down comesthe chequered flag—another
winner! Ice-cool nerves, split-second
timing make Peter Collins a racing
ace. That’s why he wears a Services
Sports watch. “It’s the ideal watch in
every way” he says. It’s ideal for you
too —in price and performance. Send
Jor free Catalogue showing the full range.

Prices :— 46]6 to 165]- Fully Guaranteed
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PETER COLLINS

famousracing driver

and winner of the 1955

International Trophy Race.

SPORTS WATCHES
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SAFE, COMFORTABLE, SPEEDILY ERECTED AND DISMANTLED

Mills Prefabricated Seating Banks are available with or
without roof covers, to seat multiples of 60 people on comfortable, canvas seats. They can be erected and dismantled
in a matter of hours and are ideal for sporting and open air
events, agricultural and horse shows,etc. Mills Scaffold Co. Ltd.
have agents and depots throughout the world and contract for
seating banks and grandstands wherever they are needed.

MILLS SCAFFOLD CO. LTD.

(A subsiciary of Guest, Keen & Nettlefolds, Ltd.)
Head Office :
RiVerside 3011 (10 Lines)
TRUSSLEY WORKS, HAMMERSMITH GROVE. LONDON, W.6.

Agents and Depots ; BELFAST - BIRMINGHAM + BOURNEMOUTH + BRIGHTON + BRISTOL + CANTERBURY

CARDIFF + COVENTRY + CROYDON + DUBLIN + GLASGOW + HULL + ILFORD + LIVERPOOL
LOWESTOFT + MANCHESTER + NEWCASTLE + NORWICH + PLYMOUTH * PORTSMOUTH + READING
SHIPLEY + SOUTHAMPTON + SWANSEA + YARMOUTH
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General Classification

Ist JAGUAR(2.Adams)
3rd (equal) SUNBEAM(P.Harper)
D.K.W. (M. Crosgogeat)

Coupe des Dames

Ist PORSCHE (Mme.Blanchoud)
2nd RENAULT (Mile. Thirion)
Team Prize

(Charles Faroux Challenge Trophy)
SUNBEAM
and five class wins

Also using

SHELL with 1.C.A.
(subject to official confirmation)

Three times in the last four years British cars have won the
Rally. Each one used Shell petrol and Shell X-100 motor oil

SHELL X-100 MOTOR OiL—THE RIGHT PARTNER FOR SHELL WITH ICA
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At any time after theinitial six months free warranty
period and within two years of purchase any garage can
exchange yourLucas Car typeBattery irrespective of where
it was purchased for a new one at a cost proportionate
to the length of service. Your local garage will give
you full details of this unique Battery Renewal Scheme
or write for battery literature,
(This Scheme operates in the British Isles only).

AT RO EXTRA Cost!
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